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A Letter from the Artistic Director 
Early in the planning/or the 2008 season, the staff started talking about 
this being the begi,nning of a second 30 years at the Festival. The Illinois 
Shakespeare Festival got off to a humble start in 1978, with 21 performances 
played on the former tennis courts at Ewing Manor. The Founders - Cal 
Pritner and many others - were confident that a Shakespeare Festival could 
grow and thrive here in Bloomington-Normal, that artistic excellence was not 
dependent on size of city, but rather on talent and hard work. 
They were right. And what a long way we've come in 30 years! The 
Illinois Shakespeare Festival now performs in a magnificent facility at the 
beautifully-landscaped Ewing Cultural Center, is respected nationally 
for its fine summer productions, and draws loyal audiences from all across 
the Midwest. Artists come from far and wide to direct, design, build, and 
perform. Clearly, we have a proud heritage of growth to celebrate. 
So what is the new begi,nning we talked about? Well, one thing we 
thought important was a renewed determination to partner in more 
meaningful ways with our community, to offer more programs that serve a 
greater diversity of the population, and to make everyone feel welcome. 
You've probably already noticed some changes to the look of the 
Festival - a new logo, a new website, a new Greenshow stage, colorful 
banners, but there are more substantial changes in our programming as 
well. The jazz concerts on weekends are new, as is the addition of pre-show 
talks and tours to give you some background on how we go about putting 
our performances together. 
We've also made a fresh commitment to the youth in our community. 
We've added a free 45-minute version of A Midsummer Night's Dream, 
especially for young audience members and their families. And we're offering 
two all-day workshops for young women interested in acting and Shakespeare. 
Celebrating a tradition of artistic excellence and moving energetically 
forward with new and exciting ideas - that's our goal at 30 plus one. 
We hope you're pleased with the changes you see, and that you'll sample 
all that we have to offer this season. There really is something/or everyone . 
all the best, 
Deb 
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dramaturg SCOTT R. IRELAN 
Shakespeare's dramatic canon has withstood the test 
of time (and interpretation) because of his impeccable 
ability to make use of well-known stories, mythical 
t personalities, and archetypical motives, 
reframing them for specific dramatic 
aims. Whether parody, tragedy, or 
history, what makes this writerly 
approach work so well is a general 
respect for the original source material. 
The three plays comprising our 31" Season are fine 
examples of this. 
Full of game-playing and sight-gags, Taming of the 
Shrew has had a storied production history since I 594. 
While the use of disguise creates moments of farce, 
che popularity of chis piece rests largely in the dynamic 
relationship of self-discovery chat Katharina and 
Petruchio have. In a sense, Shakespeare penned a parable 
illustrating differences between men and women and 
how to work toward compromise. Taming of the Shrew 
also burlesques the mores of courtship and marriage, 
posing che question: "What if this were actually true?" 
This style is expanded upon and refined within both The 
Two Gentleman of Verona and The Comedy of Errors. Ac 
its core, there is an interesting array of textual sources 
ranging from Ovid's Ars Amatoria ( chink Maxim meets 
0 in regards to wooing men and women) to che Christian 
bible. In truth, notions of shrewish women can be 
traced back co Mrs. Noah from Medieval mystery plays 
(enactments of Biblical narratives) as well as to the texts 
of Roman comedy writers Plautus (chink Neil Simon) 
and Terence (think Noel Coward). Shakespeare's "shrews", 
however, regularly represent a new, balanced society by 
play's end. This is experienced most clearly through che 
ways in which Kate and Pecruchio interact in che final 
scene. Listen closely for tones of Ephesians (Husbands 
and wives be subservient to one another) in Kate's 
closing speech. These ideals would have been che stance 
of che Elizabethan church, and remain so today. Though 
(cont. on page 8} 
Humility, like darkness, 
reveals the heavenly lights. 
- Henry David Thoreau 
Taming of the Shrew 
Baptista Minola, a wealthy 
man of Padua, has two 
daughters of marrying age. 
The younger Bianca has a 
long line of suitors due in part 
to her physical beauty, coy 
disposition, and large dowry. 
Her older sister Katharina, 
who is both independent-
minded and shrewish, is tired 
of being negatively compared 
to Bianca. Baptista, who 
obviously favors the younger 
daughter, declares that Bianca 
cannot marry until Katharina 
is wed and out of the house. 
He is unwavering in this 
decree. By chance, Petruchio 
arrives in Padua from Verona 
in order to get a wife and 
shortly thereafter finds himself 
smitten with Katharina. A 
most irregular of courtships 
heats up, and eventually leads 
to wedlock. In the meantime, 
an elaborate plot is hatched 
by Lucentio and his servant 
Tranio to woo Bianca. Not 
to be outdone, rival suitors 
Hortensio and Gremio 
concoct their own scheme, 
complete with disguises 
and double-identities. With 
Katharina married, Baptista 
gives his blessing to a union 
between Lucentio and Bianca. 
By the end, everyone sees 
the transformative power of 
humility through the example 
set by Petruchio and Kate. 
Taming of the Shrew 
by William Shakespeare 
Lucentio, Newly arrived in Padua ......................... THEO BLACK 
i 
Tranio } . . .................... MARK D. HINES 
. d II Servants to Lucenno ROBERT GERARD ANDERSONAi B1on e o ........... , . 
Baptista Minola, Wealthy gentleman of Padua ............. DAVID KoRTEMEIERAi 
Bianca Minola, Younger daughter of Baptista ............. MAGDAL YN DONNELLY"' 
Katharina Minola, Oldest daughter of Baptista ...... . ...... CORRIE EDDLEMANA' 
Gremio, Neighbor to Baptista; Suitor to Bianca ........ THOMAS ANTHONY Qu1NNA' 
Horcensio, Friend of Pecruchio; Suitor co Bianca .............. AARON H. Moss 
. 
Petruchio, Young man ofVerona ... ............ .. ....... DANIEL HARRAY,+ 
Grumio } 
Curtis 
Nathaniel 
Cook 
•••••••••• • ••••••••• WILLIAM LEDENTt 
• •••••••••••••••• ••• •• CHRIS AMOS t 
Servants co Pecruchio ..................... CODY PROCTOR-t 
••• , , , , , , •••••• , , •••• MICHAEL (OTEY 
i£ A Merchant . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . CHRISTOPHER MARINO · 
A Haberdasher •••••••••••••••••• • ••••••• • ••••• •• •• PAIGE COLLINS 
A Tailor ... . ..... . ............. . .............. ANNE E. THOMPSON 
Vincentio, Father ofLucentio .. . ...................... ROBERT RAMIREZ 
± 
A Widow of Padua .... .. .... . ... ... .............. ANNE E. THOMPSON 
Servancco Minola family ..... .. ...................... ANDY MONSON 
Musicians ............. ANDY MONSON, THOMAS ANTHONY Qu1NNk , CODY PROCTOR-t 
Understudies: Chris Amos (T itus), Paige Collins (Bianca), Michael Cotey (Gremio), 
Magdalyn Donnelly (Kate). William LcDcnt (Pctruchio), Andy Monson (Grumio), Cody Proctor (Merchant, Baptista) 
.IE.Member of Actors' Equity Association ,t Equity Membership Candidate 
Director ........ . ........................... . CATHERINE WEIDNER 
Costume Designer .... . ........................ KATHLEEN M. JAREMSKI 
Scenic Designer ......................... . .......... JACK MAGAW 
Lighting Designer ................................. R. LEE KENNEDY 
Sound Designer ..................................... JOE COURT 
Stage Manager ................................ AMANDA NADINE GASS 
Assistant Director .. . .......................... ... REBEKAH SCALLET 
Dramacurg ....... ..... . .. . ... ......... . . . ..... .. SCOTT R . IRELAN 
Voice/Text Director ................................. KRISTA SCOTT 
Fight Director. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . D.C. WRIGHT 
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{cont.from page 6) 
Petruchio arrives in Padua to find a wealthy 
wife, he leaves happily married irrespective 
of dowry. I should note, too, that the Bianca 
and Lucentio plot has origins in George 
Gascoignes 1566 situational comedy Supposes. 
Titus Andronicus is Shakespeare's earliest 
surviving tragedy. Probably written sometime 
during the 1592-3 London theatre "Black 
Death" closure, the play remained quite 
popular until 1611. It appears that the text 
is young Shakespeare's homage co the first 
commercially successful and wildly popular 
Elizabethan revenge tragedy, Thomas Kyd's 
Spanish Tragedy (ca. 1582-92). In Kyd's 
play, che ghost of a nobleman and the spirit 
of Revenge plot retribution against chose 
who killed the nobleman. Complete with 
abduction, clan killing, and an elaborate 
scheme of vengeance, the tragedy ends 
with the nobleman's ghost assigning some 
characters to pleasurable eternities while 
others are sent to Hell. Interestingly, both 
Kyd and Shakespeare modified elements of 
Roman writer Seneca's Thyestes, a convoluted 
story regarding the internal wrangling of 
the house of Pelops (retold in the Oresteia). 
Whereas Kyd spared his spectators the 
Thyestian child eating sequence, Shakespeare 
did not. Beyond this, many of the classical 
legends referenced in the play find their roots 
in Ovid's Metamorphoses. le is, though. che 
way in which Ovid handled issues of violence, 
abduction, and horror that seem to have 
influenced Shakespeare the most. So, why 
would any of chis been popular? The answer 
lies in the structural attributes of revenge 
tragedy. A major character (Titus/Tamora) 
begins the story feeling that vengeance is the 
purview of a god-force only to take it upon 
themselves to settle the score. Often, there 
is a second character (Marcus/Saturninus) 
to emphasize this. At a key moment in the 
story, the avenger pretends insanity. A delay 
in physical vengeance buys the avenger some 
time to set in place an elaborate scheme of 
retaliation, which usually eliminates most 
of che remaining characters in some sort of 
a blood bath. This all-too-human situation 
has led to a contemporary curiosity with this 
rather difficult early play. 
The Complete Works of William 
Shakespeare (Abridged} has its beginnings in 
a condensed version of Hamlet written by 
Daniel Singer.Jess Borgeson, a UC-Berkeley 
English major, was case, and brought along 
his friend Adam Long to play the female 
roles (he replaced an actress who broke her 
ankle in a pothole). Later, Long and Singer 
collaborated on a two person Romeo and 
Juliet. Borgeson eventually reconnected 
with them, traveling around California 
performing three person versions of both 
Hamlet and Romeo and Juliet. With nearly 
an hour of performance time, they realized 
that thirty-five more plays in one act would 
give them a full-length production. Once 
finished, "Compleac Works" was showcased 
at the Edinburgh Festival in 1987. Not long 
after, the show became wildly popular and 
eventually ended up as the longest running 
comedy in London. In 1988 Singer left to 
become a writer for Walt Disney Studios. 
He was replaced by Ringling Brother clown 
Reed Martin. Ultimately, the show was made 
available for other companies to perform 
in 1994. The reason this piece continues 
to play so well is chat it makes fun of what 
Borgeson called "Shakes-fear" as opposed 
to Shakespeare. In this case, our staging of 
The Complete Works of William Shakespeare 
(Abridged} takes this spirit even further by 
borrowing several conventions from both 
vaudeville and burlesque as well as adapting 
topical political and cultural references to fit 
our current national life. 
We hope you enjoy finding ways to 
borrow the ideas of these plays and adapting 
them to your own daily lives. 
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The Complete Works of William Shakespeare (abridged) 
by Adam Long, Daniel Singer, and Jess Winfield 
The Cast ...... .. ... MEMBERS OF THE ILUNOIS SHAKESPEARE FESTIVAL ACTING COMPANY 
Director ......................................... BILL JENKINS 
Costume Designer ............................... LAUREN M. LOWELL 
Scenic Designer .................................... KEVIN DEPINET 
Lighting Designer . . . . ............................. R. LEE KENNEDY 
Sound Designer. . . . . . ........ . ...................... JoE COURT 
Stage Manager .............................. CHRIS "WAFFLEs"WATHEN 
Assistant Director . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . MICHAEL DRISCOLL 
Dramaturg ........ .. ........... . ............... .Scorr R. IRELAN 
Produced through special arrangement with Broadway Play Publishing Inc. 
The script to this play may be purchased from B P P I at BroadwayPlayPubl.com 
The Complete Works of William Shakespeare (abridged) 
All the world's a stage wherein a person plays many parts. There is no better place to test 
this than in fair Verona-Italy that is-where two star-crossed lovers long for each other. 
This area of the world is also well known for Its cutting edge cuisine and a unique cooking 
show exposes why. For dessert, Shakespeare's long lost nautical play is served up (sort of, 
but not really). A question remains, however, as to why the bard wrote so many comedies 
when one device-filled text would have been sufficient. Asked and answered, we shove 
off for the MacHills of MacScotland for some MacMurder. Meanwhile, back in the Empire, 
Caesar ignores the soothsayer, Cleopatra whines, and we see that Shakespearian drama in 
performance really is a spectator sport. Crazily clipping Coriolanus, compleat are thirty-six 
plays in one act. Hamlet remains. To be or not to be ... side-splitting THAT is the question. 
As You Like It Romeo and Juliet 
Titus Andronicus 
The Tempest 
The Winter's Tale 
Cymbeline 
Pericles 
The Taming of the Shrew 
The Two Gentlemen of Verona 
Love's Labor's Lost 
A Midsummer Night's Dream 
The Merchant of Venice 
The Merry Wives of Windsor 
Much Ado about Nothing 
The Comedy of Errors 
Twelfth Night 
All's Well that Ends Well 
Measure for Measure 
10 
Othello, the Moor of Venice 
Macbeth 
Julius Caesar 
Antony and Cleopatra 
Troilus and Cressida 
King Lear 
Timon of Athens 
Coriolanus 
Hamlet, Prince of Denmark 
The Two Noble Kinsman 
Richard Ill 
Henry VI, Parts I, II, Ill 
Richard II 
The Life and Death of King John 
Henry IV 
King Henry VIII 
Life of Henry V 
"All the world's a stage, 
and all the men and women merely players; 
They have their exits and entrances." 
As You Like It, William Shakespeare 
For the Central Illinois stage, The Pantagraph and pantagraph.com 
are the official playbills. From entrances and exits to everything 
in between, follow your favorite actors, athletes, politicians, 
friends and neighbors in this daily play we call life. 
To subscribe, call (309) 820-3358. 
PANTAGRAPH. 
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director BILL JENKINS 
I caught up with "Complete Works" Director Bill 
Jenkins at a rehearsal shortly after Memorial Day. 
He was still recoveringfrom a bout with rubbery 
cheese ettrds (are there any other kind), but he was 
kind enough to offer these reflections on the play, his 
directing, and the metaphysics of comedy. 
What is your favorite word in "Complete 
Works"? 
Hmmmm ... I would have to say my 
favorite lines would be "We don't have to 
do it justice. We just have to do it!" 
What is your least favorite line or word in 
"Complete Works"? 
Coriolanus. I find it offensive. 
Really? What about that is offensive to 
you? 
[Censored] ... THAT's what I find offensive 
about it. 
Holy cow! Well ... moving right along 
then, what about this play gets you going 
creatively, spiritually or emotionally? 
I like to laugh ... and I like to see other 
people laugh. I think, probably more 
than anything, seeing people release the 
pressures of their life and just laugh for two 
hours is the greatest joy I can imagine as a 
director ... unless they are laughing during 
a production of Hamlet or Death of A 
Salesman that I might direct ... that would 
be a bad thing. 
I often find that Shakespeare's comedies 
are not half as funny as his tragedies. 
COME ON! You took that line straight 
from the show. 
Sorry bro. I couldn't help myself. It makes 
so much sense that I just had to repeat it. 
So, what about this play makes you shut 
down creatively, spiritually or emotionally? 
12 
The actors ... they are very limited and not 
funny at all. It is a big problem. Hopefully, 
the play can be salvaged through funny 
props and costumes. PROPS! PROPS! 
PROPS! (This, by the way, is sarcasm). 
I like to laugh ... 
and I like to see other people laugh. 
Since you mentioned funny, what piece of 
staging makes you laugh so hard you cry? 
Any fight sequence choreographed by DC 
Wright. 
Nice. What piece of staging makes you cry 
so hard you have to laugh? 
Anything that I have blocked ... how in the 
heck did I get a degree in this? 
What is your favorite swear word to 
motivate the performers? 
I don't swear ... I am an Irish Catholic. 
No wonder you need to laugh. Let's see ... 
What profession besides directing would 
you be willing to attempt? 
Television commentator for the Chicago 
Cubs. Go Cubbies! 
Now that you mention it, that does sound 
like fun. Okay then, what profession 
besides directing would you totally refuse 
to think of trying? 
Swimsuit Model (this is a major blow to 
many, I know) 
Last but certainly not least, rarely read and 
little studied Roman ethnomusicologist 
Nocens Aduro Maxi.mus comments in his 
"Sanus lncuratus Graecorum" (Tone Deaf 
Greeks) that the sounds of a play-jejune 
or otherwise-are much more important 
than the spoken words. Is this true of your 
approach to "Complete Works" or do you 
find your work to be a little more nuanced 
than what Nocens Aduro Maxi.mus 
suggests? 
Based on my education, I do not 
understand anything you have just asked. 
Fair enough. 
-Scott R. Irelan 
F R. I UONO" ., ........... .. 
Collrge ofFint Arts 
Envision 
Create 
Inspire 
Connect 
Join Friends of the Arts 
and help provide essential 
scholarships for generations of 
artists to come, while being part 
of an active artistic and social 
community. Call 309-438-8322 
or foa@ilstu.edu 
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Titus Andronicus 
by William Shakespeare 
Saturninus, Eldest son of the late emperor . . . . . . . . . . . . . . CHRISTOPHER MARINO/£ 
Bassianus, Younger brother ofSaturninus; Betrothed to Lavinia .... DANIEL HARRAY/£ 
Titus Andronicus, Revered Roman General ............... DAVID KoRTEMEIERIF. 
Marcus Andronicus, Brother to Titus. . . . . . . . . . . . . . ROBERT GERARD ANDERSON)£ 
Lavinia, Beloved daughter of Titus ................... MAGDAL YN DONNELL y f 
Mucius } ............... . ........... . ANDY MONSON 
~.:~cius Sons to Titus ............................ MICHAEL (OTEY 
~1mus ............................. CHRIS AMost: 
Lucius ........................... WILLIAM LEDENTt: 
Young Lucius, Son to Lucius ........................... ANDY MONSON 
Publius, Nobleman attending Marcus. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . AARON H. Moss 
/Emilius, A Noble Roman ..... .. .................. . .. . MARK D. HINES 
Caius, Kinsman to Titus ............................... CHRIS AMost 
Tamora, ~een of the Goths ........................ CORRIE EDDLEMAN;£ 
Alarbus } ............ .. .......... MARK D. HINES 
Chiron Sons to Tamora ......................... THEO BLACK* 
Demetrius ........................ CODY PROCTOR+ 
Aaron the Moor, Lover to Tamora ....................... ROBERT RAMIREZ 
Goth Warriors ........................ DANIEL HARRAvfE, MICHAEL (OTEY 
Nurse ....................................... ANNE E. THOMPSON 
Understudies: Chris Amos (Titus), Michael Cotey (Demetrius, First Goth). Magdalyn Donnelly (Tamora), 
William LeDcnt (Bassianus), Andy Monson (Q!intus), Aaron H . Moss (Aaron), 
Cody Proctor (Sarurninus, Marcus), Anne Thompson (Lavinia) 
IE Member of Actors' Equity Association t Equity Membership Candidate 
Director ......................... . ... . ....... CATHERINE WEIDNER 
Costume Designer .......................... DOROTHY MARSHALL ENGLIS 
Scenic Designer .................................... JACK MAGAW 
Lighting Designer ................................. R. LEE KENNEDY 
Sound Designer ..................................... JoE COURT 
Stage Manager . . . .. .. . .. ... . ..... ... ..... . . . KIMBERLY ANN Mc(ANNJ£ 
Assistant Director .................... .. .......... ROBERT QUINLAN 
Dramacurg ................................. .. ... Scon R. IRELAN 
Voice/Text Director ................................. KRISTA Scon 
Fight Director. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . D.C. WRIGHT 
Titus Andronlcus 
Roman General Titus Andronicus returns home, having conquered the #barbaric" 
Goths. His war trophies include Tamora Queen of the Goths, three of her sons, and 
her lover Aaron the Moor. When Titus sacrifices her eldest son Alarbus as repayment 
for the loss of his sons in battle, Tamora pledges revenge. Meanwhile, Marcus 
Andronicus nominates his brother for the vacant emperorship. Titus declines and 
supports Saturninus, eldest son of the former emperor. To guarantee his base of 
power, Saturninus announces his intention to marryTitus' daughter Lavinia. She is, 
though, betrothed to Bassianus, Saturninus' younger brother. With help from Titus' 
sons, the lovers escape. In a strange turn of events, Saturninus frees Tamora and 
makes her empress. Later, Aaron convinces Tamora's sons Chiron and Demetrius to 
murder Bassianus and rape Lavinia. Two ofTitus' sons are falsely implicated in the 
killing. Aaron then dupes Titus into cutting off his hand to spare them both from 
execution. When a messenger arrives with Titus' hand and the heads of his sons the 
decorated warrior sets about the bloody work of settling the score. 
The action of the play occurs largely in Rome either before the capital, in Titus' house 
and gardens, or in and around the Emperor's Palace. The hunting party travels to a 
forest near Rome. 
F I R s T 
ED IT ION 
A premier full service salon where not tipping 
is our professional policy 
309.829.4247 
816 E. Washington St.• Bloomington, IL 61701 
www.firsteditiononline.com 
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* 
f orty-fivi f un-paekid ~ummir day~ (and night~) 
of all kind$ of magieal thriatriz right hrirri 
in :Bloomington/Normall 
• Ride the roller coaster of emotions with 8 10-minute plays in "The Coffee 
Shop" at Heartland Theatre Company May 29-31 & June 5-8, 12-14, 19-21 
• Dance in the aisles with your kids at High School Musical at 
Community Players Theatre July 11-13, 17-20, 24-27 
• Take in the classics (Taming of the Shrew, Titus Andronicus, The Complete 
Works of William Shakespeare - Abridged) under the stars at the Illinois 
Shakespeare Festival June 27-August 10 
• Open your heart to the music at Prairie Fire Theatre Company: Coming to 
America June 20-22, 27-29 Pirates of Penzance August 9-11, 16-18 
• Catch highlights of these shows and more at the annual Sugar Creek Arts 
Festival in Uptown Normal July 12 & 13 
Prizi <f>rawing~ 
at these participating theatres throughout the run of the shows with 
a Grand Priz{l drawing of "A Night on the Town" for 2. 
45 Days of Theatre is presented as part of the campaign for the arts by a consortium of 
arts organizations dedicated to raising the profile of the arts in Bloomington/Normal. 
www.45daysoftheatre.com 
pre1antad by 
Collage of Fine Arts 
School of Music 
In conjunction with the 
llllnols Shakespeare 
Festival and the 
Pantagraph 
en 
l-
o:: 
w 
u 
u 
JUNE 30 • 7 P.M. 
Maxwell Street Klezmer Band 
Listen to an organic fusion of styles as performed by 
one of the Midwest's premiere Klezmer bands 
JULY 7 • 7 P.M. 
An Evening of Chamber Music 
Enjoy the sounds of strings: featuring Illinois State 
University faculty and guest artists. 
JULY 14 • 7 P.M, 
Flddleback 
Check out some swinging, grooving, and hot flddllng 
by this wonderful and creative ensemble. 
JULY 21 7 P.M. 
Eleventh Annual Jazz Festival 
ua~ 
Join Ullnols State University's faculty Jazz musicians 
and guests for a hot night of cool Jazz. 
JULY 28 7 P.M. 
Singing Under the Stars 
lllinols State Unlvers..l ty vocal faculty and guests sing 
favorites from the operatic and Broadway stages. 
SUMMER 2008 TM F•O Trust ..__. SPONSORS a 
• 
ILLINOIS SrATE 
UNIVERSITY 
Illl,,ol.s'flrst public unlverslt)• 
TM Harmon Alli Gfant Pr~rem ARTS --
or the Town or Normal _ "·--· HOf!ne'1P anosPlus - -- __ _ 
All concerts are free and take place on the east aide of Cook Hall (the "castle") on 
the Quad. Concert goers should bring lawn chairs or blankets for seating. Questions? 
E-mail Angelo Favls at alfavl1'!lll1tu.edu or call (301) 438-3138 or (309) 438·3839. 
MooNiE and BrooN 
July 21st at 6 p.m. and 8 p.m. 
Two performances, one day only! Bring the kids at 
6:00 p.m. but leave them home for the 8:00 p.m. 
During the second show, BrooN (Brian Howard) 
joins MooNIE for slightly more adult-oriented 
outrageousness. As an audience member you can 
witness the styles of the two performers meld in 
front of your eyes. The laughter comes fast and 
is wrapped around a framework of juggling, fire 
eating, clowning, music, and stupid stunts. 
Call the Festival box office, (309) 438-2535, to 
purchase a ticket. Only $6 for kids (under 18) 
and $10 for adults (first show), and $15 for adults 
(second show)! 
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UNIVERSITY 
Illl,,ol.s'flrst public unlverslt)• 
TM Harmon Alli Gfant Pr~rem ARTS --
or the Town or Normal _ "·--· HOf!ne'1P anosPlus - -- __ _ 
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E-mail Angelo Favls at alfavl1'!lll1tu.edu or call (301) 438-3138 or (309) 438·3839. 
MooNiE and BrooN 
July 21st at 6 p.m. and 8 p.m. 
Two performances, one day only! Bring the kids at 
6:00 p.m. but leave them home for the 8:00 p.m. 
During the second show, BrooN (Brian Howard) 
joins MooNIE for slightly more adult-oriented 
outrageousness. As an audience member you can 
witness the styles of the two performers meld in 
front of your eyes. The laughter comes fast and 
is wrapped around a framework of juggling, fire 
eating, clowning, music, and stupid stunts. 
Call the Festival box office, (309) 438-2535, to 
purchase a ticket. Only $6 for kids (under 18) 
and $10 for adults (first show), and $15 for adults 
(second show)! 
Directors 
BILL JENKINS 
• Director (Compleu Works) 
Bill is thrilled to return to the Illinois Shakespeare 
Festival to work on Tiu Complete J#irks of William 
Shakespeare Abridged. He is particularly thrilled to work 
with such a talented group of individuals including 
Artistic Director Debbie Alley, his tremendous cast, 
and the dedicated design team. Mr. Jenkins is an active 
professional director whose experience includes extensive 
work in Chicago with the Noble Fool Theatre (Ruthless, 
Musical of Musicals: Tl1e Musical Roasting Chestnuts, and 
the upcoming Some Enchanted Evening), Famous Door 
Theatre Company {Assistant Director for Tiu Living, 
which won the Joseph Jefferson 
Award for Production), and 
work with the musical theatre 
group Cabarrah { including the 
2006 Sondheim Celebration 
at Millennium Park), Illinois 
Shakespeare Festival (Knight 
of the Burning Pestle and 
Fifteen-Minute Hamlet, among 
others), Clarence Brown 
Theatre (Violet), Summer 
Studio Theatre Company at 
the Krannert Center (Last 
of the Red Hot Lovers, Ed11cating Rita, Born Yesterday, 
Tl1is Property is Condemned, and An Unsatisfactory 
S11pper), and the Nebraska Repertory Theatre (Meas11re 
far Measure) among others. In addition to his directorial 
credits, Bill serves as Department Chair and Associate 
Professor of Theatre and Dance at Ball State University 
where he teaches in the areas of Directing, Acting, and 
Musical Theatre. While at Ball State, he has directed 
numerous shows including 1/1e Laramie Project 
(Kennedy Center American College Theatre Festival 
National Alternate Production), Cabaret, Tl1oro11ghly 
Modern Millie A Flea in Her Ear, 1/1e Philadelphia Story, 
A Little Night M11sic, and Going to St. Ives. Mr. Jenkins 
is the Immediate Past-President of the Mid-America 
Theatre Conference (MATC), serves as a respondent 
with the Kennedy Center American College Theatre 
Festival (KCACTF), and is active as an evaluator for 
the acting auditions through the University/Resident 
Theatre Auditions (U /RTA). Bill is a proud alumnus of 
Illinois State University's MFA in Directing Program. 
His greatest role is that of husband to his beloved Sarah 
and daddy to his golden retriever Daisy. 
CATHERINE WEIDNER 
• Director (Shrew/ Titus} 
Catherine Weidner is a director and actress who 
teaches classical acting and heightened text at The 
Theatre School of 
DePaul University in 
Chicago. She has also 
directed productions 
of Much Ado About 
Nothing, Meas11re 
far Measure, and 
Richard Ill. For ten 
years, she was the 
Program Director 
of The Shakespeare Theatre Company Academy for 
Classical Acting. She recently appeared in A Streetcar 
Named Desire (featuring Patricia Clarkson and Amy 
Ryan) at the Kennedy Center in Washington, DC, 
and has worked at Arena Stage, Center Stage, The 
Guthrie Theater, Theatre de la Jeune Lune, Bread and 
Puppet, and the La Jolla Playhouse. She has an MFA in 
Directing from the University of Minnesota and a BFA 
in Acting from Ithaca College. She also trained at The 
Neighborhood Playhouse in New York and The Second 
City in Chicago. 
ROBERT QUINLAN 
• Assistant Director {Titus} 
• Director (Midsummer} 
Robert ~inlan returns to the Festival, where last 
summer he assistant directed Henry V and wrote and 
directed the Greenshow A Very Brief Chronology of 
Royal St1((ession on a Lonely Island Called Britain. This 
fall, he will enter his final year of studies in the MFA 
Directing Program at Illinois State. Prior to his return 
to school, Robert was the Associate Artistic Director 
and Head of Education for Milwaukee Shakespeare. At 
Illinois State University he has directed Margaret's Bed, 
Tl1e Pillowman, A Midsummer Night's Dream, Bury the 
Dead, and the upcoming Yenna for the School's '08-'09 
season. Next Spring, he will assist Kentucky Shakespeare 
Artistic Director Curt Toneland with his Shakespeare 
Behind Bars program, working with inmates on a 
production of Macbeth. 
Shakespeare wrote 37 plays. The First Folio, however, was not printed until after his death by 
two members from his company, Henry Condell and John Heminge. 
Shakespeare's longest play is Hamlet. Shakespeare's shortest play is Comedy of Errors. 
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REBEKAH ScALLET 
• Assistant Director (Shrell!) 
• Writer/ Director {GmnShollls) 
Rebekah Scalier is happy to be returning for her second 
season with the Illinois Shakespeare Festival, having 
assistant directed Much Ado About Nothing, and directed 
the Much Ado green show last summer. She is entering 
her third year in the Illinois State University M.F.A. 
directing program, where she has directed Twelfth Night, 
One Flea Spare, 0/eanna, and Twenty-Seven 11{,gons Full 
of Cotton. She has worked as a director, assistant director, 
and dramaturg with several companies in Chicago, 
including Northlight Theatre, greasy joan & co., 
Theatre Hikes, and the Grounded Thearre. She is also an 
ensemble member with Rivendell Theatre Ensemble. 
MICHAEL DRISCOLL 
• Assistant Director (Complete Works} 
Graduating from Illinois Srate University last spring 
holding a BA in Theatre with an emphasis in Directing, 
Michael is excited to begin his professional career here 
at the Festival. He has directed several productions 
at Illinois State including: Tl1e Last S Years, Rain. 
Some Fish. No Elephants., excerpts of Sweeney Todd: 
1/Je Demon Barber of Fleet Street, as well as assistant 
directing Ibsen's Ghosts. Michael has also ventured into 
Normal's school system directing Paul Zindel's And Miss 
Reardon Drinks a Little at Normal Community High 
School. Other credits include Blithe Spirit (director) 
and Tl1e Grey Zone (assistant director) for the Goodluck 
Macbeth Theatre Company. 
KARYL CARLSON 
• Director (Madrigal Singers} 
Dr. Karyl K. Carlson, soprano soloist, is Director 
of Choral Activities at Illinois State University. She 
conducts Concert Choir, the Civic Chorale, Madrigal 
Singers, Belle Voix, and teaches graduate conducting. 
She earned music education degrees from the University 
of Michigan and the University of Illinois. She earned 
a OMA in choral conducting from Michigan State 
University. Dr. Carlson has extensive public school 
experience as well, having taught in Miami, FL at the 
middle school and high school levels including the 
famed New World School of the Arts. Additionally, 
Dr. Carlson is an accomplished pianist, soprano soloist, 
and sometime bassoonist. She has a great fondness 
for chamber music, especially enjoying the close 
collaboration of smaller ensembles. In addition to state 
and regional conducting clinics, she has conducted many 
operas and musicals, and has prepared the Shakespeare 
Festival Madrigals for three years. She recently served 
as the Interim Director of Orchestra and conducted 
Franz Lehar's operetta 1/1e Merry Widow. in December 
she performed Handel's "Messiah" with the Illinois 
Symphony Orchestra. For many years she toured and 
recorded with the Robert Shaw Festival Singers, and 
participated in professional training workshops at 
Carnegie Hall. 
Designers 
KATHLEEN M. JAREMSKI 
• Costume Designer (Shmv} 
Kathy is delighted to be returning to the Festival for 
her third season. She resides in Newport News Virginia 
where she teaches costume design and makeup at 
Christopher Newport University. She received her MFA 
from Indiana University in costume design as well as 
taken several drawing classes in New York. Her past 
Festival shows include A Mids11mmer Night's Dream and 
Tl1e Knight of the B11rning Pestle. She has designed over 
350 shows including design work for several regional 
theatres as well as Monsanto and Minute Maid. In 
January, 2009 Kathy is looking forward to leading a 
group of talented students to San Diego and Los Angeles 
to visit special effects studios, costume collections and 
of course several theatres in the area. She is enjoying 
her sray here back in the Midwest where there are great 
thunderstorms and open spaces. 
LAUREN M. LOWELL 
• Costume Designer (Compleu Works} 
Lauren Lowell is a Professor of Costume Design at 
Illinois State University. She received her MFA in 
Costume Design from the University of Georgia. 
Recent design credits include 111tr at Seanachai Theatre 
Company and Every Chrishnas Story Ever Told with 
Noble Fool Theatre Company (both in Chicago). Other 
design work includes Underneath the Lintel (Noble 
Fool), Shame the Devil! An A11dience with Fanny Kemble 
(Stockyards Theatre Company, Chicago/Fanny Kemble 
Tours).]11lim Caesar, Twelfth Night, and As Yo11 Like It 
(Illinois Shakespeare Festival), Same Time Next Year, 
Nine, Where's Charley? and Smssical, the Musical! (The 
Little Theatre on the Square); Before the Fire (University 
of Georgia, Shorter College, and New York Fringe 
Festival), Ring Round the Moon, Tiu Crucible, Amadms, 
1/1e Lover, Tl1e Caucasian Chalk Circle and 1/1e Who's 
Tommy (Illinois State University). Lauren spent 5 years 
at The Highland Playhouse in the mountains of North 
Carolina where she served in various capacities including 
3 years as the Costume Shop Manager and Resident 
Designer. Lauren is an active member of United States 
Institute ofTheatre Technology, receiving the W. Joseph 
Stell Design Expo Award (2001) and the USITT-SE 
Design Award (2000). She has had rwo articles and a 
book review published in Costume Research Journal and 
presented papers and workshops on historical costume in 
London and Hawaii. 
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BILL JENKINS 
• Director (Compleu Works) 
Bill is thrilled to return to the Illinois Shakespeare 
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(Illinois Shakespeare Festival), Same Time Next Year, 
Nine, Where's Charley? and Smssical, the Musical! (The 
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at The Highland Playhouse in the mountains of North 
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Stell Design Expo Award (2001) and the USITT-SE 
Design Award (2000). She has had rwo articles and a 
book review published in Costume Research Journal and 
presented papers and workshops on historical costume in 
London and Hawaii. 
DOROTHY MARSHALL ENGLIS 
• Costume Designer (Titus) 
Dorothy Marshall Englis ( Costume Designer) is pleased 
to return to the Illinois Shakespeare Festival, where she 
previously designed costumes for A Midsummer Night's 
Dream, Othello, 11,e Merchant of Venice, Henry VIII and 
Henry V. A member of United Scenic Artists, Dottie 
is also Chair of the Conservatory of Theatre Arts at 
Webster University. Long associated with the Repertory 
Theatre of St. Louis, her designs there include Taming 
of the Shrew, 11,e TTme Mt1.sketem, 11,e L!fo of Galileo, 
Candide, Saint Joan and All the Great Books {abridged}. 
For STAGES, St. Louis, she designed My Fair Lady, T11e 
Music Man, High Society, Carousel, Camelot, Man of La 
Mancha and notably, A Little Night M11sic, for which she 
received a Kevin Kline Award. 
R. LEE KENNEDY 
• Festival Lighting Designer 
R. Lee Kennedy (Lighting Designer) is pleased to 
return to the Festival after designing Comedy of Errors, 
Pericles, and Julius Caesar in 2006. Lee's design credits 
include: off-Broadway: T11e Dark at the Top of the Stairs, 
Nonna/, 11,e A11dience (Drama Desk Nomination), 
First Lady Suite, Requiem far William, and 011r Town; 
National Tours: T11e Secret Garden, Once on T11is Island, 
Five Guys Named Moe; Chicago area: Assassins, T11e 
Secret Garden (Joseph Jefferson Citation for Lighting 
Design), and Once on T11is Island (Joseph Jefferson 
Citation Recommended for Lighting Design) for 
Pegasus Players; Oklahoma, and T11e So11nd of M11sic for 
Marriott's Lincolnshire Theatre; andM11d for Victory 
Gardens Theatre. Lee has also designed regionally for The 
Barksdale Theatre, Heritage Repertory Theatre, LivcArts, 
The Gretna Theatre, Nevada Theatre Company, and was 
the resident lighting Designer for Operafestival di Roma, 
Rome, Italy for four years. Lee heads the MFA design 
program at The University of Virginia. 
JOE COURT 
• Festival Sound Designer 
Joe Court is happy to return to the Illinois Shakespeare 
Festival. He last designed 11,e Comedy of Errors in 2006. 
Joe serves as Resident Sound Designer for Emerald 
City Theatre Company, a children's theatre in Chicago. 
Joe was also recently named a company member at 
Chicago's Mary-Arrchie Theatre Company. Recent 
Chicago designs include Beggars in the Ho11se of Plenty 
and T11e Caretaker for Mary-Arrchie, A Fairy Tak L!fo 
and Aladdin for Emerald City, and M Butterfly for 
Bohemian Theatre Ensemble. Regional credits include 
Major Barbara and All My Sons for The Clarence Brown 
Theatre in Knoxville, TN. Joe sends love to his family 
and his fianccc, Anna. 
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JACK MAGAW 
• Scenic Designer (Shrew & Titus) 
Jack Magaw works as a professional scenic designer and 
also teaches at The Theatre School ofDcPaul University 
in Chicago. His previous designs at Illinois Shakespeare 
Festival include Henry VandJuli11s Caesar. Other recent 
credits include Bad Dates at Gcva Theatre, Caro11sel 
and Anna Christie at Madison Repertory Theatre, P11re 
Confidence at Florida Studio Theatre, So11venir for 
Skylight Opera Theatre, Doubt for Peninsula Players, 
Fo11r Places at Victory Gardens, Better Late at Northlighr 
Theatre, Frozen at Milwaukee Repertory Theatre, M11ch 
Ado About Nothing for Milwaukee Shakespeare, Turn of 
the Screw and T11e Lion in Winter for Writers' Theatre as 
well as T11e First Breeze of Smnmer and Fences at Court 
Theatre and Two Trains R1mningfor Pegasus Players 
(Jeff Citation). He received Joseph Jefferson Award 
nominations for his designs of Fences and Bus Stop and 
an Outstanding Season After Dark Award in recognition 
of his work over the 2004-05 season. Upcoming projects 
include R11mors at Peninsula Players and Nixon's Nixon 
at Writers' Theatre. 
KEVIN DEPINET 
• Scenic Designer (Complete Wtirks) 
Kevin Dcpinct is delighted to be back with the Festival 
for another season. His work has been seen at The 
Berkshire Theatre Festival, Yale Repertory Theatre, The 
Court Theatre, American Theatre Company, Drury 
Lane Oakbrook, Noble Fool Theatricals, The Marriott 
Theatre, Chicago Dramatists and The Steppcnwolf 
Theatre. Recent designs include Elliot, A Soldier's Fug11e; 
Assassins; 11,e Wizard of Oz; JVhat T11e Butler Saw;Jose 
Rivera's S11eno; Cadillac; Nine; and just recently finished 
working on Michael Mann's new Film Public Enemies 
staringJohnny Depp. He has also served as the Associate 
Designer for August Osage County both at Stcppcnwolf 
Theatre and on the Broadway remount, His upcoming 
projects include; The First Look Rep and Dublin Carol at 
the StcppenwolfThcatrc, Some Enchanted Evening at the 
Noble Fool, Associate Designer for A11gust Osage County 
at London's National Theatre. He is also an adjunct 
professor of design at DcPaul University and studied at 
Illinois State University and The Yale School of Drama. 
Text & Movement 
KRISTA Scorr 
• Festival Voice!f ext Director 
Krista Scott recently served as the voice and text director 
on Love's Labo11r's Lost at Connecticut Repertory 
Theatre, and teaches courses in voice/speech and acting 
at the University of Connecticut. She has coached the 
voices/text/dialects in New York at the Kitchen Theatre, 
Hangar Theatre, Merry-Go-Round Playhouse, Mirth -
a Theatre Company, Cornell University, Ithaca College, 
Hobart &William Smith Colleges, as well as at _the . 
u ivcrsity of Mississippi and the American Umvcmty 
in nCairo. She is a certified instructor of Fitzmaurice 
Voicework', an associate editor of the Internacional 
Dialects ofEnglish Archive website (IDEA), a~d , 
serves as an officer of the Voice and Speech Trainers 
Association (VASTA). 
Scon R. IRELAN 
• Dramaturg 
Scott is Assistant Professor of Dramaturgy and Theatre 
History at Auguscana College in Rock Island IL. He 
earned his PhD from Southern Illinois University 
Carbondale. Other areas of interest arc new play 
dramaturgy, directing, and non-traditional scripting. 
Scott is the current coordinator of dramaturgy for 
Kennedy Center American College Theatre Festival 
Region III, the 2007 Robert A. Schankc Research 
Award recipient, and Co-Chair of the Pedagogy 
Symposium at the Mid-American Theatre ~onfercnce. 
He is presently working on a book manuscript about 
production dramaturgy. Scott regularly presents at 
the annual meetings of the Mid-American Theatre 
Conference, American Theatre and Drama Society, 
Organization of American Historians, and the 
American Studies Association. His recent and 
forthcoming publications can be found in the Journal 
of American Drama and T11eatre, T11eatre Jo'.''?'~/, . . 
Modernism/ Modernity, Cercles: Revue piund1sctpima1re 
du monde Anglophone, and T11eatre History Studies. 
Recently Scott was at the Boston Playwrights' Theatre 
as dramaturg for a new play by Jonathan Myers entitled 
Little Red Hen: A Political Allegory. 
D.C. WRIGHT 
• Festival Fight Director 
This is D.C.'s fourth season with the Illinois Shakespeare 
Festival. Favorite festival roles include Charles the 
Wrestler in As You Like It, Barbarosa in 11,e Knight of the 
Burning Pestle, and Valvcrt in Cyrano de Bergerac. D.C. 
was last the Fight Director for the Festival for the 2005 
productions of Macbeth and Henry VIII. Other Figh~ 
Direction credits include the Off-Broadway product1on 
of The Biowin of Baile Gall at the Donaghy Theatre, 
and Romeo and Juliet, Of Mice and Men, and Moonlight 
and Magnolias. all at the Arkansas Repertory Theatre. 
In August, D.C. will return co Arkansas Rep. to serve as 
Assistant Director for their production of Les Miserables. 
D.C. Wright is the Head of Movement and Stage 
Combat at Western Illinois University. 
Shakespeare's most popular play during 
his lifetime was Titus Andronicus. 
Designers & Consultants 
CHRISTINA LEINICKE 
• Assistant Costume Designer (Complete Wtirks) 
RACHEL PABST 
• Assistant Costume Designer (Shrew) 
KARI BETH RusT 
• CostumeDesigner (M1ds11mmer} 
JOANNA MELVILLE 
• Costume Designer (Green Shows) 
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• Costume Designer (Titus) 
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to return to the Illinois Shakespeare Festival, where she 
previously designed costumes for A Midsummer Night's 
Dream, Othello, 11,e Merchant of Venice, Henry VIII and 
Henry V. A member of United Scenic Artists, Dottie 
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Webster University. Long associated with the Repertory 
Theatre of St. Louis, her designs there include Taming 
of the Shrew, 11,e TTme Mt1.sketem, 11,e L!fo of Galileo, 
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For STAGES, St. Louis, she designed My Fair Lady, T11e 
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Mancha and notably, A Little Night M11sic, for which she 
received a Kevin Kline Award. 
R. LEE KENNEDY 
• Festival Lighting Designer 
R. Lee Kennedy (Lighting Designer) is pleased to 
return to the Festival after designing Comedy of Errors, 
Pericles, and Julius Caesar in 2006. Lee's design credits 
include: off-Broadway: T11e Dark at the Top of the Stairs, 
Nonna/, 11,e A11dience (Drama Desk Nomination), 
First Lady Suite, Requiem far William, and 011r Town; 
National Tours: T11e Secret Garden, Once on T11is Island, 
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JOE COURT 
• Festival Sound Designer 
Joe Court is happy to return to the Illinois Shakespeare 
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and his fianccc, Anna. 
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JACK MAGAW 
• Scenic Designer (Shrew & Titus) 
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Text & Movement 
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STATI FAIM 
A 
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® 
Green Shows 
An Evening with William Shakespeare ... 
to the Extreme! 
Written and directed by Rebekah Scallet 
{with a little help from the Bard) 
Cast {in alphabetical order) 
Mercutio, Talbot, Antonio ........................... THEO BLACK 
Benvolio,Joan of Arc, Fabian ...................... PAIGE COLLINS 
Tybalt, British Soldier, Sir Toby Belch ............. MICHAEL COTEY 
Romeo, British Soldier, Sir Andrew Aguecheek ..... ANDY MONSON 
A Cultured Woman ............................. ANNE THOMPSON 
Shakespeare on Love 
Written and directed by Rebekah Scallet 
{also with a little help from the Bard) 
Cast (in alphabetical order) 
William Shakespeare ................................ CHRIS AMOS 
Elizabeth ......................................... PAIGE COLLINS 
John ............................................ MICHAEL COTEY 
Touchstone, Romeo .............................. ANDY MONSON 
Orlando, Ferdinand ............................... CODY PROCTOR 
Rosalind.Juliet, Miranda ........................ ANNE THOMPSON 
Green Show Designers 
Set and Props Designer. ............................. CHRIS WYCH 
Costume Designer ............................. .JOANNA MELVILLE 
Sound Designer ................................... ISAAC MANDEL 
The Madrigal Singers 
Directed by Karyl Carlson 
featuring: ..................... MICHAEL BROWN, DENNIS GoTKOWSKI 
••••••••••••••• Scarr GUERRERO, MELISSA McMAHON, KELLY SNYDER 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• ERIN STINSON, AND LAURA WILLIAMS 
l 
Picnics 
Spend a pleasant summer's evening on the grassy 
lawn of the Festival's grounds with a picnic basket, a 
bottle of wine, and great friends. Bask in the serene 
environment of the lush gardens and take pleasure 
in the enchanting music sung just for you by the 
Madrigal Singers. Let the tranquil surroundings 
transport you to another time. Grounds open at 
5:00 p.m. 
Green Shows 
Entertainment for kids of all ages takes place on the 
Festival Courtyard Stage beginning at 6:45 p.m. 
Tuesdays through Thursdays and Sundays. This 
year, enjoy outrageously extreme versions of some of 
Shakespeare's famous fight scenes; or get love advice 
from the Bard himsel£ The Green Show is FREE 
to all guests ... even if you're not attending the main 
performance that night! 
Backstage Pass 
Curious about how many costumes we build every 
summer? Want to know how we magically make new 
scenery appear every night? Have a desire to explore 
secret passageways and backstage wonders? Let our 
actor guides lead you through the theatre and the 
Festival grounds. Ask questions! Learn our secrets! The 
backstage tour begins at 5:30 p.m. before every Saturday 
performance. Reservations arc not required. Backstage 
passes arc available for purchase through the box office 
for $5 per person. 
Performance Talk-backs 
You have seen the show, experienced the thrill, now 
talk one on one with the actors from the performance! 
Stay ali:cr Tbe Complete Wtirks of William Shakespeare 
(Abridged} on July 23rd, Tit11s Andronict1s on July 29th, 
and Taming of the Shrew on August 5th to chat with the 
performers appearing those nights. Special appearances 
by Deb Alley, Artistic Director of the Festival. 
"Glenn Wilson & Friends" 
Jazz Series 
Friday and Saturday nights 
from 6:30-7:30p.m. 
World-renowned saxophonist 
and Normal resident Glenn 
Wilson produces and performs 
a series of jazz concerts at 
the Festival on Friday and 
Saturday nights, prior to the 
night's performance. The 
concerts will feature Wilson's 
jazz musician 'Friends' from 
New York, Chicago, Miami 
and Indianapolis. Also 
appearing will be Wilson's 
local group "The Jazzmaniacs" 
plus other local jazz musicians. 
The concerts arc FREE to all! 
Dcstihl Restaurant & Brew Works and Swinger's Grille 
arc sponsoring the concerts plus selling a sampling of 
their specialty food and beverages. 
Dennis Florine 
For the past 8 months Dennis has been touring around 
the country and the world, performing music, poetry, 
and theatre for thousands of people. He has performed 
in 14 different states 
and 7 different 
countries {Ireland, 
England, France, 
Germany, Italy, Spain, 
and Switzerland) 
playing to audiences as 
large as 4,000. 
Dennis draws musical 
inspiration from artists 
as diverse as Jason 
Mraz, Dave Matthews, AC/DC, Tom Petty, and the 
Beatles. This summer, Dennis serves up a contemporary 
twist on a classic playwright, combining Shakespeare's 
poetry with his original upbeat acoustic folk/rock sound. 
Dennis performs live at the Festival on July 1st-3rd and 
July 20th-24th. 
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Acting Company 
CHRIS AMOS 
• Curtis (Shretv) 
• ~ntus / Caius (Titus) 
• Demetrius / Snug (Midsummer) 
Chris Amos is thrilled and grateful to be performing 
in his first season at the Illinois Shakespeare Festival. 
Chris recently earned his MFA in Acting from the 
Theatre Conservatory 
at the Chicago College 
of Performing Arts at 
Roosevelt University, and 
holds BAs in Theatre and 
Music from Oklahoma 
State University. He 
currently lives in 
Chicago, where he acts 
and docs voiccovcr work. 
Favorite roles include The Duke in Meas11re far Measure, 
Gaston in Bea11ty and the Beast, and Pooh-Bah in The 
Mikado. Last spring, Chris performed in the NYC 
premier of Railroad Backward at La Mama E.T.C. Chris 
would like to thank his family for their unwavering 
support, and Pamela for her unwavering unwaveringncss. 
ROBERT GERARD ANDERSON 
• Biondello (Shrew) 
• Marcus (Titus) 
Robert Gerard Anderson returns for his fourth season 
at the Illinois Shakespeare Festival. Past productions 
include Othello (Iago), Love's Labo11r's Lost (Boyer), A 
Mids11mmer Night's Dream (Peter ~incc) andMeny 
Wives of Windsor (Pistol). 
Ocher theatre credits include 
ten seasons with the Utah 
Shakespearean Festival and four 
with the Idaho Shakespeare 
Festival. Ocher theatres: 
Tacoma Actors Guild, The 
Empty Space (Seattle), and 
the Chicago and Baltimore 
Shakespeare Festivals. He has 
directed productions with 
Milwaukee Shakespeare, 
Idaho Shakespeare Festival, 
and is Resident Director 
of the American Shakespeare Theatre Company, an 
international touring ensemble. Robert currently teaches 
acting and directs plays at the Professional Theatre 
Training Program at the University of Illinois Urbana-
Champaign. He holds an MFA from the PTTP at the 
University of Delaware. 
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THEO BLACK 
• lucentio (Shrew) 
• Understudy (Complete Works) 
• Chiron (Titus) 
Theo is a recent MFA graduate 
of The Shakespeare Theatre's 
Academy for classical acting. 
Favorite roles include Pencheus 
in The Bacchae ( directed by 
Barbara Oliver), Aumcrle in 
Richard II (Playmakcrs Rep) 
and Bcrgcrro in 'Tis Pity She's 
a Whore (ACA). Theo got 
his start in Shakespeare with 
the Lake Tahoe Shakespeare 
Festival. He will next appear 
with Pacific Rep in Troilus and Cressida chis fall. 
PAIGE COLLINS 
- Crossroads Theatre Actor for 2008 -
• Haberdasher (Shrew) 
• Hermia / Snout (Midsummer) 
Paige Collins has been seen regionally in Pippin at the 
Station Theatre, and in Reefer 
Madness and A Mo11thji,I 
of Birds at the Armory Free 
Theatre in Champaign-
Urbana. Paige spent four 
weeks studying Shakespeare 
at the Royal Academy of 
Dramatic Arts chis past 
summer. She is currently 
going into her fourth and 
final year at University of 
Illinois at Urbana-Champaign 
where she has been seen in the Department of Theatre 
productions of In the Contimmm, A Choms Line, 
Henry IV, part l, and The Lark. 
£.sprr..ss11 ,:Perfeetitms 
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the Shakespeare Festival 
MICHAEL (OTEY 
• Cook / Servant (Shrew) 
• Understudy (Complete Works) 
• Marius / Second Goth (Titus) 
Michael is excited to be spending the summer with 
the Illinois Shakespeare Festival. A Milwaukee native, 
Michael's professional 
credits include Twelfth Night 
(Milwaukee Shakespeare), 
Combat Theatre (Bunny 
Gumbo), and Alan Strang in 
Eq111,s (In Tandem Theatre). 
University credits include The 
Ca11casian Chalk Circle, Of 
Mice and Men, West Side Story, 
The Liar, From These Green 
Heights, Nickel and Dimed, 
TIJe Laramie Project, Inspecting 
Caroi and The D11mb T#titer, which he also produced 
and co-directed. In addition to his acting work, Michael 
served as Associate Producer and Script Supervisor on 
the independent feature film Tracks, produced by Niels 
Mueller, director of The Assassination of Richard Nixon. 
Michael recently received his BFA in Acting at the 
University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee. 
Will was the third of seven children. 
MAGDALYN DONNELLY 
• Bianca (Shrew) 
• Lavinia (Titus) 
• Titania / Hippolyta (Midsummer) 
A recent MFA graduate from The Shakespeare 
Theatre's Academy for Classical Acting at The George 
Washington University, 
Magdalyn is excited to be 
making her debut with Illinois 
Shakespeare Festival chis 
season. Her recent credits 
include the Shepherd's Wife 
in the Folger Shakespeare 
Theatre's Second Shepherd's 
Play, Annabella in The 
Shakespeare Theatre's ACA 
production of 'Tis Pity She's 
a Whore and also as Verges in 
Much Ado Abo11t Nothing, the 
Dark Lady in Great Lakes Theatre Festival's TIJe Dark 
Lady of the Sonnets, and as Catherine in the Cleveland 
Playhouse's A View .from the Bridge. 
Shakespeare married Anne Hathaway 
when he was eighteen. She was twenty-
six. They had three children, Suzanna, 
Judith and Hamnet. 
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going into her fourth and 
final year at University of 
Illinois at Urbana-Champaign 
where she has been seen in the Department of Theatre 
productions of In the Contimmm, A Choms Line, 
Henry IV, part l, and The Lark. 
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MICHAEL (OTEY 
• Cook / Servant (Shrew) 
• Understudy (Complete Works) 
• Marius / Second Goth (Titus) 
Michael is excited to be spending the summer with 
the Illinois Shakespeare Festival. A Milwaukee native, 
Michael's professional 
credits include Twelfth Night 
(Milwaukee Shakespeare), 
Combat Theatre (Bunny 
Gumbo), and Alan Strang in 
Eq111,s (In Tandem Theatre). 
University credits include The 
Ca11casian Chalk Circle, Of 
Mice and Men, West Side Story, 
The Liar, From These Green 
Heights, Nickel and Dimed, 
TIJe Laramie Project, Inspecting 
Caroi and The D11mb T#titer, which he also produced 
and co-directed. In addition to his acting work, Michael 
served as Associate Producer and Script Supervisor on 
the independent feature film Tracks, produced by Niels 
Mueller, director of The Assassination of Richard Nixon. 
Michael recently received his BFA in Acting at the 
University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee. 
Will was the third of seven children. 
MAGDALYN DONNELLY 
• Bianca (Shrew) 
• Lavinia (Titus) 
• Titania / Hippolyta (Midsummer) 
A recent MFA graduate from The Shakespeare 
Theatre's Academy for Classical Acting at The George 
Washington University, 
Magdalyn is excited to be 
making her debut with Illinois 
Shakespeare Festival chis 
season. Her recent credits 
include the Shepherd's Wife 
in the Folger Shakespeare 
Theatre's Second Shepherd's 
Play, Annabella in The 
Shakespeare Theatre's ACA 
production of 'Tis Pity She's 
a Whore and also as Verges in 
Much Ado Abo11t Nothing, the 
Dark Lady in Great Lakes Theatre Festival's TIJe Dark 
Lady of the Sonnets, and as Catherine in the Cleveland 
Playhouse's A View .from the Bridge. 
Shakespeare married Anne Hathaway 
when he was eighteen. She was twenty-
six. They had three children, Suzanna, 
Judith and Hamnet. 
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CORRIE EDDLEMAN 
• Kate (Shre11J) 
• Tamora {Titus) 
Corrie Eddleman is Assistant Professor of Acting at 
North Greenville University in Greenville, SC. Her 
training includes The National Theatre Institute, The 
Charauqua Theatre 
Conservatory, 
and Illinois Stare 
University where 
she earned an 
MFA in Acting. A 
member of Actor's 
Equity since 1999. 
she was worked 
professionally off-
Broadway and across the mid-west. Some of her favorite 
credits include Hermione in The Winter's Tale, Mabel 
in Pride's Crossing, Cordelia in King Lear, Blanche in A 
Streetcar Named Desire, RoJGU1ne in Cyrano de Bergerac, 
and Skriker in Caryl Churchill's The Skriker. 
DANIEL HARRAY 
- john Stevens Equity Actor for 2008 -
• Petruchio {Shrew} 
• Bassianus / First Goth (Titus} 
Daniel Harray is delighted to make his Festival debut. 
Theatre credits 
include: Twe/.fth 
Night, The Beard 
of Avon (Portland 
Center Stage, OR), 
The Comedy of 
Errors ( Orlando 
Shakespeare 
Theatre Company, 
FL),As You Like It 
(The John F Kennedy Center for the Performing Arts), 
The Scarlet Letter (Lookingglass Theatre Co., Chicago), 
The Importance of Being Earnest ( Courr Theatre, 
Chicago). Television: As the World 
Turns. Daniel received his BS 
in Speech from Northwestern 
University and his MFA in Acting 
from the Academy for Classical 
Acting at The George Washington 
University. www.danielharray.com 
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MARK D. HINES 
• Tranio (Shrew) 
• Ensemble (Complete Works) 
• Alarbus / ..tEmilius (Titus} 
Mark is pleased to be returning to the Jllinois 
Shakespeare Festival after 
performing in Love's Labour's 
Lost, Henry V, and Much Ado 
Abo11t Nothing lasr season. 
Since then, Mark has been 
seen in Othello at the Chicago 
Shakespeare Theatre and I 
Love You, You're Perftct, Now 
Change at the Oregon Cabaret 
Theatre. Other regional credits 
include productions at the 
Berkeley Repertory Theatre, 
Utah Shakespearean Festival 
and the Texas Shakespeare 
Festival. Mark earned his BA from UCLA and his 
MFA in Acting from the Professional Theatre Training 
Program at the University of Delaware. As always, 
Mark sends his love and thanks to his wonderful family 
our in California. 
DAVID KORTEMEIER 
• Baptista (Shrew} 
• Ensemble (Complete Works} 
• Titus (Titus) 
David Kortemeier returns for his eleventh season, 
appearing in over thirty productions at the Festival. 
Favorite roles include Sir ,---,,..,.--,.-...--. 
Lucius O'Trigger in The 
Rivals ('90), Prospero in The 
Tempest ('96), Hermocrare in 
111t Triumph of Love ('96), 
Horrensio in 11,e Taming of 
the Shrew ('DO), Botrom in A 
Midsummer Night's Dream 
('02) and Macduff in Macbeth 
('05). His 
work has 
also been 
seen at The 
Repertory 
Theatre of Sr. Louis, the Great Lakes 
Theatre Festival in Cleveland, the 
Clarence Brown Theatre in Knoxville, 
TN and Drury Lane Theatre and 
Noble Fool Theatricals in Chicago. 
David is a proud member of Actors' 
Equity Association and the Screen 
Actors' Guild. 
David Kortemeier as Hortensia 
in Taming of the Shrew in 2000. 
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THE JOHN STEVENS EQUITY ACTOR 
The John Stevens Equity Actor is funded through the 
John Stevens Memorial Golf Outing. Sponsored by 
Nancy Stevens and the Illinois Shakespeare Festival, this 
annual event is held in June and honors the memory of 
John Stevens, a past President of the Illinois Shakespeare 
Society and long-rime Festival supporter. 
The John Stevens Equity Actors 
Daniel Harray (2008) 
Eddie Collins (2007 
Thomas Anthony ~nn (2006) 
Information on funding an Equiry Actor for the Festival 
can be obtained by callingJohn Poole at 309-438-8783. 
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7 
/ J E W E LRY 
105 Kri,py Kremc Dr. 
Bloomington, IL61 704 
309-662-9700 
www.brcmcrjewcl ry.com 
THE CROSSROADS THEATRE ACTORS 
Crossroads Theatre is a multicultural theatre 
program within the School ofTheatre at 
Illinois State University. Crossroads encourages 
and explores performances that address the 
issues and experiences of ethnic minorities 
in the United States and the experiences of 
inrernarional cultures, including Asia, the 
Middle East, Africa, Latin America, and 
indigenous peoples of the world. Crossroads 
also creates an important bridge between the 
university and the community. 
The Crossroads Theatre Actors for 2008: 
Paige Collins 
Aaron H. Moss 
The famous theatre in London where 
Shakespeare produced most of his plays 
was called The Globe, though some early 
works were performed at The Rose. 
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WILLIAM LEDENT 
• Grumio (Shrell!) 
• Understudy (Complete Works) 
• Lucius (Titus) 
• Bottom / Egeus (Midsummer) 
William LeDent received his BFA in acting from 
UCLA, and recently completed his MFA degree 
in classical acting from George Washington 
University's Academy for Classical Acting with 
The Shakespeare Theatre Company. He also has an 
extensive movement background training. Mose 
recently William performed in Don Giovanni as 
a stage combat specialist at The Kennedy Center's 
Washington National Opera, conducted by Placido 
Domingo. His Acting experience and training has 
been largely classical pieces, from Shakespeare co 
Oscar Wilde and Noel Coward. Some of his roles 
include; George in Of Mice and Men.Jack in The 
Importance of 
Being Earnest, 
Maurice Duclos 
in Fallen Angels, 
Don Pedro 
in Much Ado 
About Nothing. 
CHRISTOPHER MARINO 
• Merchant (Shrell!) 
• Saturninus (Titus) 
Off-Broadway: Krak in The Castle (Primary Stages): 
Sacurninus in Titus AndroniClls (Soho Rep). Regional: 
Matrevis in 
Edward/I, 
King of Argier/ 
Kind of Soria 
in Tamburlaine, 
Grisolan in 
The Dutchess 
of Ma/fi (The 
Shakespeare 
Company, DC); Playwright in Let X (Taffecy Punk 
Theatre): Oberon in Mids11111mer Night's Dream, 
Hortensio in The Taming of the Shrew, Tybalt in 
Romeo and Juliet {Kansas City Shakespeare): Angelo 
in Measure far Measure (Washington Shakespeare 
Company): Interpreter in All's Well That Ends Well 
and Bigot in King]ohn (Utah Shakespeare): Mercurio 
in Romeo and j,iliet, Ban quo in Macbeth (Baltimore 
Shakespeare Festival). Wicch/Seycon in Macbeth, 
Sebastian in The Tempest (Mill Mountain Theatre 
Company). Christopher was founding member 
and Artistic Associate ofTaffety Punk Theatre 
Company and former Artistic Director of Baltimore 
Shakespeare Festival. He is Assistant Professor of 
Theatre at Illinois State University. 
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ANDY MONSON 
• Servant (Shrell!) 
• Mutius / Young 
Lucius (Titus) 
Andy Monson is indescribably 
excited to be working with 
Illinois Shakespeare Festival in 
his hometown. He is currently 
pursuing a BFA in acting at 
Roosevelt University in Chicago. When he is not on stage, 
he enjoys writing, boxing, self-deprecation, and wishing 
he was on stage. He sends his heartfelt thanks ro his family 
and gets by with a little help from his friends. 
AARON H. Moss 
- Crossroads Theatre Actor for 2008 -
• Hortensio (Shrell!) 
• Publius (Titus) 
• Oberon / Theseus (Midsummer) 
Aaron is proud to be making his 
debut at the Illinois Shakespeare 
Festival. Recently, he has appeared 
at the Yale Repertory Theatre 
in A Woman of No Importance. 
His regional and university 
credits include: Richard II (Yale 
Rep), All's Well 17Jat Ends Well 
(Theatre Hopkins), and original 
productions Dancing in the Dark 
and Hotbox at Yale Cabaret, 
where he serves as an Artistic 
Associate, and Romeo and Juliet 
(Yale School of Drama). Television credits include: The 
Wire (HBO), 17,e Corner (HBO), and Homicide: Lift 
on the Streets (NBC). Additionally, he has scarred in 
and recorded voice-overs for a dozen local and national 
commercials. Aaron is a second year MFA acting candidate 
at the Yale School of Drama. 
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CoDv PROCTOR 
• Servant (Shre11J) 
• Demetrius (Titus) 
• Lysander / Flute (MidJUmmer) 
Cody is from Kansas City and currently resides in Sc. 
Louis with his wife. He holds a degree in theatre from 
Wichita Scace University where 
he performed in numerous 
productions and also did 
much work with the dance 
department. As a member of 
Alichca Mime Theatre he has 
performed in Shanghai, China, 
the UN building in New York, 
and possibly will perform in 
Poland chis fall. Favorite shows: 
Importance of Being Earnest 
(Jack), Comedy of Errors (Dromio), Urinetown, Tlie Full 
Monty, and Two Rooms. Much love co C,C,D,&G. 
THOMAS ANTHONY QUINN 
• Gremio (Shmu) 
• Ensemble (Complete Works) 
Tom is pleased co be spending his sixth summer with 
the Festival. His favorite roles 
from seasons past include: 
Kem in King Lear, KingJohn, 
Mcrrychoughc in Knight of the 
B11rning Pestle, and John Dory, 
the one-legged boacswain in 
Wild OatJ. Tom is currently in 
his fourth year as an Instructor 
of Acting at Illinois Wesleyan 
University, where he recently 
directed Scrooge, the musical, 
for the mainscagc at the School 
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of Theatre Arts. He has created over fifty roles for the 
professional theatre and dozens more for academic 
theatre. Though his teaching schedule keeps him very 
busy, he maintains a steady involvement in professional 
pursuits as an actor, director, and writer. Tom would like 
to thank his wife and kids for their love and support. 
ROBERT RAMIREZ 
• Vincentio (Shre11J) 
• Aaron (Titus) 
• Puck / Philostrate (Midsummer) 
Robert Ramirez has performed with the New York, 
Alabama, Baltimore and Wisconsin Shakespeare Festivals 
as well as numerous 
theatres in the New 
York City area. He 
has been an award-
winning narrator 
of audio books for 
the past thirteen 
years working with 
such distinguished 
companies as 
Recorded Books and Random House. Prior to his 
recent move to Illinois he served on the Voice and 
Speech faculty at Marymount Manhattan College and 
the American Musical and Dramatic Academy. Robert 
received his MFA from the PTTP at the University of 
Delaware and is currently on the Theatre faculty at the 
University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign. 
ANNE E. THOMPSON 
• Widow / Tailor (Shrel/J) 
• Nurse {Titus) 
• Helena / Peter ~nee (Midsummer) 
Anne E. Thompson is a junior acting major at Illinois 
State University. She has been seen at Illinois State in 
011r Town, Springs Awakening and Relatively Close, for 
which she received an Irene 
Ryan nomination. Anne has 
also had the privilege to train 
with the British American 
Drama Academy at Oxford, the 
Shakespeare Theatre in D.C., 
and the Indiana Repertory 
Theatre. In April, Anne was an 
Irene Ryan National Finalist at 
the Kennedy Center American 
College Theatre Festival. She 
would like to thank her family 
and friends for their endless support and love. 
Edward Alleyn, Richard Burbage, John 
Heminge, Henry Condell and Ben 
Johnson were well-known Elizabethan 
actors and friends of Shakespeare. 
Stage Managers 
K1MBERLYANN Mc(ANN 
• Production Stage Manager 
• StageManager (Tif11s) 
Kimberly Ann McCann is excited co be returning to 
the Festival for her second summer. Her credits include 
- Broadway: C11rtains starring David Hyde Pierce; 
off-Broadway: Bill W. and Dr. Bob, How to Save the 
World.John Ferg11son; tour: Lily's Crossing, Salem J11stice 
(ArtsPowcr National Touring Theatre); The Julliard 
School: 1he Listener (directed by Mark Wing-Davey), 
Edward II, A Mids11mmer Night's Dream (Drama & 
Opera), Miss Lonely Hearts. Ocher credits: Tl,e 25th 
Ann11al P11tnam Co11nty Spelling Bee (San Francisco), 
Only Children (New York University), Tl,e Winter's Tale, 
Romeo andj11liet, Aro11nd the World in 80 Days, All's 
Well T!Jat Ends Well (Colorado Shakespeare Festival). 
Kimberly is a graduate of Illinois Scace University. 
AMANDA NADINE GASS 
• StageManager (Shrel/J) 
Amanda Nadine Gass is excited to be working with the 
Festival chis summer. She graduated in 2007 with a M.A. 
in Theatre - Directing from Texas State University. 
She also received a B.A. in Dramatic Media from Texas 
Lutheran University and has attended master classes 
with the Royal Shakespeare Company in Stratford, 
England. Most recently she has served as Stage Manager 
for Transformations, Intermission, Elektra and The 
Rover. Her directing credits include Frame 3 I 2, Proof 
and Wit. Amanda also served as team leader and director 
for the ArtSpark Theatre Competition production of 
Tl,e Bohemia Proj ect. She would like to thank her family 
and friends in Texas for all their support and love. 
CHRIS "WAFFLEs"WATHEN 
• Stage Manager (Complete Works) 
Chris "Waffles" Wathen is glad to be returning to the 
Festival for the second time. Previously he worked as 
the Assistant Stage Manager on Comedy of Errors. After 
completing his degree in Stage Management from 
Ball State University, Chris worked on shows such as 
Pride & Prej11dice (ASM), A Chrishnas Carol (ASM), 
365 Days/365 Plays (Production Assistant) and Tlie 
Misanthrope (ASM) at the Dallas Theater Center where 
he will be returning next year. Ocher credits include: 
Barefoot in the Park (Stage Manager), Cowboy Mo11th 
(Production Manager/Scenic Designer), Cabaret (Stage 
Manager), Tl,e Philadelphia Story (Stage Manager), 
Tl,e Miracle Worker (Stage Manager), Production 
Stage Manager - Ball State Dance Theatre, and Asst. 
Production Stage Manager - BSU Department of 
Theatre and Dance. 
JENNETTE BIRCH 
• Duy nn<l rveumg appointments nvwlnbk: 
• Ofkrinli!: hair scn'lccs, mu~ . bodv tr, rnCllll 
treatments. nail ~ :-,.·1cu Rnd l\'ax:ng 
• Gift ond special O<'CZ13ion pru:ka~ 
• Company Manager 
• Assistant Production Manager 
• Pre-Show Stage Manager 
ANNALIISA M. AHLMAN 
• Company Manager 
TARIN HURSTELL 
• AssistantStageManager (Titus) 
• Assistant Stage Manager (Complete Works) 
EMILY SMITH 
• Assistant Stage Manager (Shrew) 
• StageManager (Alidmmmer) 
Actors' Equity Association 
was founded in 1913 to 
protect Actors from the 
severe mistrcacmcnc chat 
permeated the industry 
ACTORS, acchactimc. Thc35,000 member Association E Q LJ I TY consists of distinguished 
ASSOCIATION 1 91 3 scars and ocher professional Actors and Stage Managers 
who work nationwide, 
from New York's Broadway co Los Angeles, from 
Minneapolis to Miami Beach, in regional, small 
professional, stock and dinner theatre, and in theatres 
for young audiences which build the audience of 
tomorrow. These Actors and Stage Managers arc 
committed to working in the theatre as a profession, 
not an avocation, and bring to you the finest 
professional training and experience. By presenting 
Equity productions, chis theatre offers to you, our 
audience, the best cnccrcainmcnc presented by the 
finest quality Actors and Stage Managers chat your 
admission dollars can buy. 
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CoDv PROCTOR 
• Servant (Shre11J) 
• Demetrius (Titus) 
• Lysander / Flute (MidJUmmer) 
Cody is from Kansas City and currently resides in Sc. 
Louis with his wife. He holds a degree in theatre from 
Wichita Scace University where 
he performed in numerous 
productions and also did 
much work with the dance 
department. As a member of 
Alichca Mime Theatre he has 
performed in Shanghai, China, 
the UN building in New York, 
and possibly will perform in 
Poland chis fall. Favorite shows: 
Importance of Being Earnest 
(Jack), Comedy of Errors (Dromio), Urinetown, Tlie Full 
Monty, and Two Rooms. Much love co C,C,D,&G. 
THOMAS ANTHONY QUINN 
• Gremio (Shmu) 
• Ensemble (Complete Works) 
Tom is pleased co be spending his sixth summer with 
the Festival. His favorite roles 
from seasons past include: 
Kem in King Lear, KingJohn, 
Mcrrychoughc in Knight of the 
B11rning Pestle, and John Dory, 
the one-legged boacswain in 
Wild OatJ. Tom is currently in 
his fourth year as an Instructor 
of Acting at Illinois Wesleyan 
University, where he recently 
directed Scrooge, the musical, 
for the mainscagc at the School 
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of Theatre Arts. He has created over fifty roles for the 
professional theatre and dozens more for academic 
theatre. Though his teaching schedule keeps him very 
busy, he maintains a steady involvement in professional 
pursuits as an actor, director, and writer. Tom would like 
to thank his wife and kids for their love and support. 
ROBERT RAMIREZ 
• Vincentio (Shre11J) 
• Aaron (Titus) 
• Puck / Philostrate (Midsummer) 
Robert Ramirez has performed with the New York, 
Alabama, Baltimore and Wisconsin Shakespeare Festivals 
as well as numerous 
theatres in the New 
York City area. He 
has been an award-
winning narrator 
of audio books for 
the past thirteen 
years working with 
such distinguished 
companies as 
Recorded Books and Random House. Prior to his 
recent move to Illinois he served on the Voice and 
Speech faculty at Marymount Manhattan College and 
the American Musical and Dramatic Academy. Robert 
received his MFA from the PTTP at the University of 
Delaware and is currently on the Theatre faculty at the 
University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign. 
ANNE E. THOMPSON 
• Widow / Tailor (Shrel/J) 
• Nurse {Titus) 
• Helena / Peter ~nee (Midsummer) 
Anne E. Thompson is a junior acting major at Illinois 
State University. She has been seen at Illinois State in 
011r Town, Springs Awakening and Relatively Close, for 
which she received an Irene 
Ryan nomination. Anne has 
also had the privilege to train 
with the British American 
Drama Academy at Oxford, the 
Shakespeare Theatre in D.C., 
and the Indiana Repertory 
Theatre. In April, Anne was an 
Irene Ryan National Finalist at 
the Kennedy Center American 
College Theatre Festival. She 
would like to thank her family 
and friends for their endless support and love. 
Edward Alleyn, Richard Burbage, John 
Heminge, Henry Condell and Ben 
Johnson were well-known Elizabethan 
actors and friends of Shakespeare. 
Stage Managers 
K1MBERLYANN Mc(ANN 
• Production Stage Manager 
• StageManager (Tif11s) 
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Kimberly is a graduate of Illinois Scace University. 
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• StageManager (Shrel/J) 
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• Stage Manager (Complete Works) 
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Executive Staff 
DEBBIE ALLEY 
• Artistic Director 
Deb Alley has worked in 
professional theatre for more 
than 25 years. She graduated 
with a Master of Fine Arcs in 
Directing from Illinois Scace 
University; was cofounder 
and Managing Director for 
Columbus Ensemble Theatre; 
served as the Director of 
Children's Theatre/Special 
Events at Circa '21 Dinner Playhouse in Rock Island, IL; 
worked as a stage manager on three national tours, and 
was Associate Producer for DramaSearch Productions 
Company. Her credits at the Illinois Shakespeare 
Festival include serving as Production Stage Manager, 
Production Manager, Company Manager, and Associate 
Artistic Director. She directed ju/ills Caesar during the 
2006 season and Much Ado About Nothing in 2007. She 
has directed shows as varied as 1/Je House of Bl,u Leaves, 
1/Je Laramie Project, Vinegar Tom, My Fair Lady, 1/u 
Rivals, Caucasian Chalk Circle, Servant of Two Masters, 
Pippin, 11,e Arkansas Bear, and the world premiere of 
Nancy Van deVatc's one act opera, Where the Cross is 
Made. Deb is currently an Associate Professor of Theatre 
at Illinois State University. 
JOHN POOLE 
• ManagingDirector 
John Poole is the Managing Director of the Illinois 
Shakespeare Festival and Interim Director of the 
School ofTheatre for 2007-2009. Dr. Poole arrived 
at Illinois State University 
in 1997 and has served in a 
variety of positions including 
Interim Associate Dean, 
Associate Director for the 
School of Theatre, and General 
Manager of the Festival. 
Awarded a doctoral degree 
in Theatre History from the 
University of Georgia in 1995, 
Dr. Poole studied African-
American Theatre Practice 
and the Federal Theatre in 
the Deep South in the 1920s 
and 1930s. His research interests also include Gay 
Theatre and Gender Studies. In 2007 he contributed an 
article on producer David Gelfen in Robert Schankc's 
Angels in Amerjcan Theatre: Patrons, Patronage. and 
Philanthropy. He is also published in Theatre History 
~ Theatre Symposium, Theatre Studies Journal 
and in Theatre Journal. 
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(HAD LOWELL 
• Production Manager 
Chad is returning to the Festival for his seventh season. 
He received his MFA from the University of Georgia 
in Scenery and Lighting Design. Chad is currently 
the Technical Director and 
Production Coordinator for 
Ulinois State University School 
of Theatre. Prior to his work 
with the Illinois Shakespeare 
Festival and Illinois Stare, Chad 
Lowell worked many years 
professionally as a Technical 
Director, Scenic Designer, 
and Lighting Designer for 
The Highlands Playhouse. 
Shows that he designed/tech 
directed include: Grease, 11,e 
Will Roger's Follies, Damn 
Yankees, and Bye Bye Birdie. Chad has also worked as a 
freelance designer. Some credits include 11,e Most Happy 
Fella at Shorter College and Die Fledermaus at Central 
Michigan University. He has also been employed as a 
Theater Consultant. One project included designing a 
theater in Montero, Bolivia. 
CHRIS PEAK 
• Marketing Director 
Chris Garcia Peak holds an MFA in Directing from The 
Theatre School at DePaul University and a Masters of 
Arts degree in Performance from London's Mt. View 
Theatre Academy, and a Bachelor of Arts in Theatre 
from Texas Christian University. He is the former 
marketing director of Angle Media - an alternative 
publishing company in Texas, 
and Development Director for 
British Sky Broadcasting in Los 
Angeles. He previously served 
as the Artistic and Marketing 
Director of Collision Theatre 
in Chicago. Chris was also 
the CEO and owner of Space 
Gorilla PR and Marketing 
Chicago, where he lead ' ~ successful marketing campaigns ' 
for non-profit organizations 
fi: 
, 
' 1' 
I 
i 
and artists. Chris is one of the ,-I 
2003-2004 recipients of The Michael Maggio Directing 
Fellowships from the Goodman Theatre. Chris has 
taught at The Theatre School at DePaul University and 
Columbia College Chicago. 
The word ·bedroom• was first used in A 
Midsummer Night's Dream. It is the only 
time Shakespeare used the word. 
NANCY ELLER 
• Business Manager 
Nancy Eller is the Business 
Manager for the Illinois 
Shakespeare Festival and 
Administrative Assistant I for 
the School of Theatre at lllinois 
Seate University. She began 
working at the University in 
1984 and has served as Business 
Manager for the Festival 
) 
' , ~, I 
1\ ' (. ~ .. If.,, I 
since 2001. She received her 
bachelor's degree from lllinois 
State University. 
.;.,.;:., · I i-.,.. ' 
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We Deliver 
Box Lunches, 
Party Platters, Catering 
Playing our part 
supporting the 
Illinois Shakespeare Festival's 
31st Anniversary 
305 S. Main St, Normal 
451-1800 
207 W. North St, Normal 
452-8200 
2301 E. Washington, Bloomington 
664-6800 
Management Staff 
VANESSA BAMBER 
• Associate Managing Director 
REBECCA KAPLAN 
• Assistant Managing Director 
MATT PHILLIPS 
• Director of Public Relations 
• Assistant Managing Director 
• House Manager 
KRISTINA BELGIO 
• Retail and Concessions Manager 
SUSIE PELAYO 
• Group Sales 
RUSTIN f AKHERI 
• Front of House Assistant 
BRADY JAMES 
• Front of House Assistant 
MEGAN STORTI 
• Front of House Intern 
BRANDON BURLING 
• Box Office Manager 
JULIE BOESEN 
• Assistant Box Office Manager 
COLLEEN LONGO 
• Box Office Staff 
JAKE 0LBERT 
• Box Office Staff 
(OREY POND 
• Box Office Staff 
Shakespeare was born 15 April 1564 
and died 52 years later on 23 April 1616. 
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John Poole is the Managing Director of the Illinois 
Shakespeare Festival and Interim Director of the 
School ofTheatre for 2007-2009. Dr. Poole arrived 
at Illinois State University 
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Interim Associate Dean, 
Associate Director for the 
School of Theatre, and General 
Manager of the Festival. 
Awarded a doctoral degree 
in Theatre History from the 
University of Georgia in 1995, 
Dr. Poole studied African-
American Theatre Practice 
and the Federal Theatre in 
the Deep South in the 1920s 
and 1930s. His research interests also include Gay 
Theatre and Gender Studies. In 2007 he contributed an 
article on producer David Gelfen in Robert Schankc's 
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NICK ADELSBERGER 
• Technical Director 
ALLEN SHAPIRO 
• Assistant Technical Director 
RUTH McCORMACK 
• Assistant Technical Director 
DENNY MAYS 
• Scene Shop Supervisor 
VINCENT LOBELLO 
• Master Carpenter 
BOHB NELSON 
• Master Carpenter/ 
Stage Operations Manager 
JOSH M. AUSTIN 
• Carpenter/Stage Op 
MATT BORYSEWICZ 
• Carpenter/Stage Op 
KNUT ERIC BREKKE 
• Carpenter 
DAVID J. CERMAK 
• Carpenter/ Stage Op 
THOMAS MECHE, JR 
• Carpenter/Stage Op 
MASON ROBERTS 
• Carpenter/Stage Op 
JEREMY JENKINS 
• Intern Carpenter/ Stage Op 
URRINGTON KONOW 
• Intern Carpenter/Stage Op 
JOE PAULI 
• Intern Carpenter/Stage Op 
JOHN STANTON 
• Intern Carpenter/Stage Op 
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Scene Shop/Electrics Crews 
CHRIS BEINEMAN 
• Scenic Charge Artist 
VALERIE LAWRENCE 
• Assistant Scenic Charge Artist 
Russ STADLER 
• Scenic Artist 
AMANDA ff AVERICK 
• Intern Painter/Crew 
CHRISWYCH 
• Props Master 
IAN MILLER 
• Assistant Props Master 
KAREN R. ARREDONDO 
• Props Artisan/ Stage Op 
STEPHANIE WILSON 
• Props Artisan/ Crew 
K1MSCHECHTER 
• Props/ Crew 
SARAH E. MIKRUT 
• Master Electrician 
KEVIN DE Vos 
• Assistant Master Electrician 
• Light Board Operator 
MATT SCHAUER 
• Electrician/ Carpenter/ 
Stage Op 
UDY LEINICKE 
• Electrician/ Crew 
ISAAC MANDEL 
• Sound Board Operator 
DESTIHL's uncompromising belief in the 
dining experience sets us apart from 
typical brewpubs. 
The menu at DESTIHL focuses on high 
quality food that pairs well with our 
beers and exceeds our guests' 
expectations of typical brewery fare. 
Our 'Urban American' cuisine combines 
classic American dishes with an eclectic, 
global influence and features unique 
twists on a variety of steaks, chops, 
seafood, brick oven pizzas, appetizers, 
sandwiches, salads, and desserts. 
DESTIHL also offers our guests a full 
range of handcrafted ales & lagers 
brewed on the premises, domestic and 
imported wines, and hospitality to match 
that of any fine restaurant. 
On occasion we are pleased to provide 
live jazz, blues, and acoustic music that 
will make your dining experience even 
more enjoyable. At DESTIHL, we feel 
nothing compliments great food and beer 
better than great music. 
DESTIHL .. __________ _. . 
RESTAURANT & BREW WORKS 
318 S. Towanda Avenue 
Normal, IL 61761 
(309) 862-2337 Phone 
www.DESTIHL.com 
Hours: 
Monday-Thursday 11 am to 11 pm 
Friday-Saturday 11 am to 12am 
Sunday 11 am to 1 Opm 
Reservations accepted for 
lunch & dinner 
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Costume Crew 
KARI BETH RUST 
• Costume Director 
• Costume Shop Supervisor 
TJ WILLIAMSON 
• Cutter/ Draper 
JAN EVANS 
• Cutter/ Draper 
AMANDA TOGLIATTI 
• FirstHand 
SARAH BREKKE 
• FirstHand 
ROBERT GOODE 
• Craft Supervisor 
ALLISON J. DANIEL 
• Assistant Craft Supervisor 
CHRISTINA LEINICKE 
• Wardrobe Supervisor 
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BRYNNE BARNARD 
• Technician 
REBECCA KEBER 
• Technician 
(ATE BROOMHEAD 
• Technician 
MARGRET EBERT 
• Technician / Assistant 
Wardrobe Supervisor 
RACHEL BROWN 
• Technician 
JUSTIN COLLINGS 
• Technician 
JACK SCHMITZ 
• Technician/Wardrobe 
MARY(ZECH 
• Technician/Wardrobe 
LAUREN ROARK 
• Technician/Wardrobe 
ANNIE MARI SUTHERLAND 
• Technician/Wardrobe 
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Words, Words ... 
Shakespeare created over 
1700 words. Here are some 
words and phrases attributed 
to Shakespeare: 
Alligator, Bump, Castigate, 
Divest, Eyeball, Frugal, 
Gloomy, Gnarled, 
Hoodwinked, Impede, Jaded, 
Laughingstock, Majestic, 
Monumental, Obscene, 
Puke, Rumination, Torture, 
Unmitigated, Worthless, 
Zany, Dead as a doornail, 
Be that as it may, 
Elbow room, Full circle, 
Green eyed jealousy, 
Seen better days 
Shakespeare also picked his 
words carefully. Here are 
some words that he only 
used in Taming of the Shrew: 
Appendix, Apple-tart, 
Bedazzled, Beetle-headed, 
Bemoiled, Crack-hemp, 
Demi-cannon, Dog-weary, 
Frets, Gamut, Intolerable, 
Logger-headed, Loose-
bodied, Mathematics, 
Mother-wit, Out-vied, 
Proceeders, Quick-witted, 
Scrivner, Skipper, 
Walnut shell 
Words Peculiar to Titus 
Andronicus: 
Auditory, Beast-like, Blowse 
Cabin (verb), Closure, 
Effectually, Execrable, 
Fatal-plotted, Feebleness, 
Gad, Gleeful, Honey-stalks, 
Horning (verb), Love-day, 
Martyred , Obscurity, 
alliament, Panther, Stanch 
(verb), Venereal, Weke! 
Ewing Cultural Center 
For information about Ewing Manor, 
visit their web sites at 
, ' (·• Ill , www.ewingmanor.ilstu.edu 
·~· • 'Y~1 • www.genevievegreengardens.ilstu.edu 
senev1eve 
• '-!.._ ~ , % • • or call 309-829-6333 
&ten'K6~~R~::;::·" ....... 
Illinois State University 
President Al Bowman 
Provost Sheri Noren Everts 
Toe University Advancement Staff 
Rebecca Landau, Executive Director, Ewing Properties 
Roger Harris, Resident Mgr., Ewing Cultural Center 
Grounds & Facilities Management Staff 
Printing Services 
Parking Services 
• 
ILLINOIS STATE 
UNIVERSITY 
l/1/nols'flnt pub/le rmlverslty 
www.IllinoisState.edu 
College of Fine Arts 
James Major, Dean, College ofFine Arts 
John Walker, Associate Dean 
Laurie Merriman, Assistant Dean 
Pete Guither, Assistant to the Dean 
Tony Crowley, Director, School of Art 
Steve Parsons, Director, School of Music 
John Poole, Director, School of Theatre 
Shari Zeck, Director, Arts Technology Program/ 
Office of Research in Arts Technology 
Barry Blinderman, Director, University Galleries 
Brandon Burling, General Manager, Center for the 
Performing Arts 
College ofFine Arts Staff: 
Lin Hinds, Kathryn Anderson 
School of Theatre Staff 
Nancy Eller, Linda Calhoun, Amy Coon 
www.IllinoisState.edu/ finearts 
Illinois State University Foundation 
The Illinois State University Foundation is 
a not-for-profit corporation chartered by 
the State of Illinois for the sole purpose of 
serving the University. The Foundation is 
authorized to hold funds in trust, invest 
such funds and use the return of the 
investments or the capital for the support 
of scholarships, faculty research and 
other educational and related activities. 
It is through the Illinois State University 
Foundation that the Festival has been 
allowed to utilize picturesque Ewing 
Manor as its theatre site. 
Special Thanks 
City ofBloomington 
Mike Brown 
Kent Chafer, Pontiac RV 
Todd Conaway 
Nick Harden 
Melanie Kibbler 
Design Streak 
Town of Normal 
Randy Paulissen 
Jobie Tick 
DePaul University 
Connie deVeer 
The songs "O Mistress Mine," "Come Away Death," and 
"Raineth Every Day" performed by Dennis Florine, were 
written by Kurt Chiang 
The lllinois Shakespeare Festival 
is proud to be a member of ... 
• Shakespeare Theatre Association of America 
• The Institute of Outdoor Drama 
• University/Resident Theatre Assn. (U /RTA) 
• National Assn. of Schools oflheatrc (NAST) 
• Actors' Equity Association 
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It's Outdoor Theatre! (Rain Policy) 
The Festival performs through light showers. Should 
any outdoor performance be rained out before the 
first intermission, patrons may exchange their tickets 
for another performance within two business days. If 
a performance is stopped after the first intermission, 
the evening will be considered complete and no ticket 
exchanges will be possible. 
Contacting the Festival 
Illinois Shakespeare Festival • Campus Box 5700 
Normal, IL 61790-5700 • www.thcfcstival.org 
Box Office .......................... 309/438-2535 
Ewing Box Office ................... 309 /828-9814 
Group Sales ........................ 309/438-2535 
Management Office ................. 309 /438-897 4 
Fax ................................ 309/438-5806 
Costume Donations ................. 309/438-5150 
Shakespeare Society ................. 309/438-8974 
email ............................ shakc@ilsru.edu 
Restrooms 
Restrooms arc located by the South theatre entrance. 
Handicapped facilities arc available. 
Box Office 
Center for the Performing Arts Box Office 
(corner of School & Beaufort Streets in Normal) 
Campus Box 5700 • Normal, IL 61790-5700 
Open 11 :00-5:00 Mon-Sat 
Ewing Box Office (Ewing Courtyard) 
Open 5:00 pm through intermission 
Festival Policies 
• Cameras and recording devices of any kind arc not 
allowed in the theatre. 
• Glass bottles, coolers, and picnic baskets arc not allowed 
in the theatre. Drinks not in glass containers arc 
allowed, as wdl as snack items. 
• Patrons must refrain from walking on the stage. 
• Latecomers will not be seated until a suitable break in 
the play's action at the discretion of the House Manager 
and only in scats chosen by the House Manager. 
• Please turn off watch alarms, beepers, pagers, and cdl 
phones. If you need to be reached for an emergency, the 
House Manager will assist you. 
• For emergency contact, babysitters call 309/828-9814. 
Please make sure the babysitter knows your scat location. 
• Smoking is not allowed anywhere on the Ewing Cultural 
Center grounds. 
• For your own safety, be sure to cross the street only at the 
corner crosswalk at the light. Please do not walk over to 
Sunset Road to cross after the performance. 
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Festival Facts 
1978 • Illinois Shakespeare Festival • 2008 
1978 -As You Lik, It, Macb,th, Tw,lfth Night 
1979 - Haml.r, King Hmry IV part 1, Th, Taming of th, Shr,w 
1980 - Th, Merry Wiv,s of Windsor, A Midmmm,r Nights 
Dr.am, Rom,o and Ju/i,t 
1981 - Th, Com,dy of Errors,Julius Ca,sar, Th, Winurs Tai, 
1982 -King Hmry!Vpart II, Lows Labours Lost, Oth,llo 
1983 - Macb.rh, Much Ado About Nothing, Th, Two 
Gmtl,m,n ofV,rona 
1984 - P.ric/,s, Th, M,rchant ofVmiu, Th, Taming of th, 
Shr,w 
1985 - Cymb,lin,, King L,ar, A Midsumm,r Nights Dr.am 
1986 - As You Lik, It, Haml,t, Th, T,mp,st 
1987 - M,asur,for M,asur,, Rom,o andjulfrt, Tw,lfth Night 
1988 - Alls W,11 That Ends W,11, Th, Com,dy of Errors, 
Richard/II 
1989 - Hmry V, Th, M,rry Wiv,s of Windsor, Sh, Stoops to 
Conqu,r by Oliver Goldsmith 
1990 -Julius Ca,sar, Much Ado About Nothing, Th, Rivals by 
Richard Brinsley Sheridan 
1991 - Antony and Cl,opatra, Oth,llo, Th, Taming of th, Shr,w 
1992 - Macb,th, As You Likdt, Th, Winurs Tai, 
1993 - Richard II, P.ric/,s, A Midsumm,r Nights Dr.am 
1994 - Rom,o and]u/i,t, Two Gmtl,m,n ofV,rona, H,nry 
IVptl 
1995 - Cymb,lin,, Hmry IV part 2, Th, Com,dyofErrors 
1996 - Tw,lfth Night, Th, T,mpm, 77,. Triumph ofLov, by 
Marivaux 
1997 - Haml.r, Alls W,11 That Ends W,11, Rosencrantz; & 
Guildmst,rn ar, D,ad by Tom Stoppard 
1998 - Much Ado About Nothing, M,asur, for M,asur,, Th, 
Falcons Pitch adapted by Jeffrey Sweet 
1999 - Th, M,rry Wiv,s of Windsor, Richard III, Wild Oats by 
John O'Keeffe 
2000 - Taming ofth, Shr,w, Kingjohn, Th, Thru Musk,turs 
by Eberle Thomas & Barbara Redmond 
2001 - Lov,s Labours Lost, Oth,llo, Coriolanus 
2002 -A Midsumm,r Nights Dr.am, Rom,o andjuli,t, Th, 
M.rchant ofVmiu 
2003 - King L,ar, As You Lik, It, Th, Knight of th, Burning 
P,stl, by Francis Beaumont & John Fletcher 
2004 - Th, Two Gmtl,m,n ofV,rona, Cyrano d, B,rg,rac by 
Edmund Rostand, Haml,t 
2005 - Macb.rh, Twelfth Night, H.nry VIII 
2006 - Th, Com,dy of Errors, P.ric/,s,julius Ca,sar 
2007 - Much Ado About Nothing, H,nry V, Lov,s Labours Lost 
2008 - The Taming of th, Shr.w, Titus Andronicus, Th, 
Compl,u Works of William Shak,sp,ar, (Abridg,d) by 
Adam Long, Daniel Singer, & Jess Winfield 
Proiram desi111, editini, and layout, and 
Festival photoiraph:, b:, Pete Guitber, 
Assistant to the Dean, Collqe of Fine Arts. 
ILLINOIS STATE 
UNIVERSITY 
lllinois' first public university 
• The Yale Daily News Insider's Guide to the Colleoes reports that Illinois State 
University fits the profile of a large state school, but with a small school feel, 
where students are treated as individuals, not just numbers. Illinois State 
students consistently praise the personal attention they receive from faculty, 
and the quality of their education. 
• U.S. News arid World Report maintains Illinois State's ranking as a national 
public doctoral granting institution, and reports gains in the school's 
academic reputation, freshman retention rate, six-year graduation rate, and 
percentage of classes with fewer than 20 students. 
• Kipli11oer's Perso11al Fi11arice magazine lists Illinois State as one of the best 
values in public colleges and universities in the nation. 
• The Washi11oto11 Mo11thly ranks Illinois State in the top 150 national 
universities, and as the second highest ranked public university in Illinois. 
• Under the leadership of the University's 17th president, Al Bowman, 
Illinois State is advancing as the flagship institution among all Illinois public 
universities. Learn more about opportunities and excellence at the University 
online at lllinoisState.edu. 
lllinoisState.edu 
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1978 -As You Lik, It, Macb,th, Tw,lfth Night 
1979 - Haml.r, King Hmry IV part 1, Th, Taming of th, Shr,w 
1980 - Th, Merry Wiv,s of Windsor, A Midmmm,r Nights 
Dr.am, Rom,o and Ju/i,t 
1981 - Th, Com,dy of Errors,Julius Ca,sar, Th, Winurs Tai, 
1982 -King Hmry!Vpart II, Lows Labours Lost, Oth,llo 
1983 - Macb.rh, Much Ado About Nothing, Th, Two 
Gmtl,m,n ofV,rona 
1984 - P.ric/,s, Th, M,rchant ofVmiu, Th, Taming of th, 
Shr,w 
1985 - Cymb,lin,, King L,ar, A Midsumm,r Nights Dr.am 
1986 - As You Lik, It, Haml,t, Th, T,mp,st 
1987 - M,asur,for M,asur,, Rom,o andjulfrt, Tw,lfth Night 
1988 - Alls W,11 That Ends W,11, Th, Com,dy of Errors, 
Richard/II 
1989 - Hmry V, Th, M,rry Wiv,s of Windsor, Sh, Stoops to 
Conqu,r by Oliver Goldsmith 
1990 -Julius Ca,sar, Much Ado About Nothing, Th, Rivals by 
Richard Brinsley Sheridan 
1991 - Antony and Cl,opatra, Oth,llo, Th, Taming of th, Shr,w 
1992 - Macb,th, As You Likdt, Th, Winurs Tai, 
1993 - Richard II, P.ric/,s, A Midsumm,r Nights Dr.am 
1994 - Rom,o and]u/i,t, Two Gmtl,m,n ofV,rona, H,nry 
IVptl 
1995 - Cymb,lin,, Hmry IV part 2, Th, Com,dyofErrors 
1996 - Tw,lfth Night, Th, T,mpm, 77,. Triumph ofLov, by 
Marivaux 
1997 - Haml.r, Alls W,11 That Ends W,11, Rosencrantz; & 
Guildmst,rn ar, D,ad by Tom Stoppard 
1998 - Much Ado About Nothing, M,asur, for M,asur,, Th, 
Falcons Pitch adapted by Jeffrey Sweet 
1999 - Th, M,rry Wiv,s of Windsor, Richard III, Wild Oats by 
John O'Keeffe 
2000 - Taming ofth, Shr,w, Kingjohn, Th, Thru Musk,turs 
by Eberle Thomas & Barbara Redmond 
2001 - Lov,s Labours Lost, Oth,llo, Coriolanus 
2002 -A Midsumm,r Nights Dr.am, Rom,o andjuli,t, Th, 
M.rchant ofVmiu 
2003 - King L,ar, As You Lik, It, Th, Knight of th, Burning 
P,stl, by Francis Beaumont & John Fletcher 
2004 - Th, Two Gmtl,m,n ofV,rona, Cyrano d, B,rg,rac by 
Edmund Rostand, Haml,t 
2005 - Macb.rh, Twelfth Night, H.nry VIII 
2006 - Th, Com,dy of Errors, P.ric/,s,julius Ca,sar 
2007 - Much Ado About Nothing, H,nry V, Lov,s Labours Lost 
2008 - The Taming of th, Shr.w, Titus Andronicus, Th, 
Compl,u Works of William Shak,sp,ar, (Abridg,d) by 
Adam Long, Daniel Singer, & Jess Winfield 
Proiram desi111, editini, and layout, and 
Festival photoiraph:, b:, Pete Guitber, 
Assistant to the Dean, Collqe of Fine Arts. 
ILLINOIS STATE 
UNIVERSITY 
lllinois' first public university 
• The Yale Daily News Insider's Guide to the Colleoes reports that Illinois State 
University fits the profile of a large state school, but with a small school feel, 
where students are treated as individuals, not just numbers. Illinois State 
students consistently praise the personal attention they receive from faculty, 
and the quality of their education. 
• U.S. News arid World Report maintains Illinois State's ranking as a national 
public doctoral granting institution, and reports gains in the school's 
academic reputation, freshman retention rate, six-year graduation rate, and 
percentage of classes with fewer than 20 students. 
• Kipli11oer's Perso11al Fi11arice magazine lists Illinois State as one of the best 
values in public colleges and universities in the nation. 
• The Washi11oto11 Mo11thly ranks Illinois State in the top 150 national 
universities, and as the second highest ranked public university in Illinois. 
• Under the leadership of the University's 17th president, Al Bowman, 
Illinois State is advancing as the flagship institution among all Illinois public 
universities. Learn more about opportunities and excellence at the University 
online at lllinoisState.edu. 
lllinoisState.edu 
We Lend More Than Money. 
At Commerce, sure we lend money. But we also lend you 
something more valuable than money ... time. Because at 
Commerce, we do business the way busy professionals 
need to do business. In your office, before hours, after 
hours or wherever and whenever you need us. 
To reach a Commerce Trust representative, 
call 309-823-7230 
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